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Abstract:
Engaging the work of Barry Allen and Karl Marx, a range of topics come together in an
analysis of civilization as the buildup and breakdown of tissues. Life and death are both
moments and directions. Death, as a moment in life, is certain. Human life, lived against
death at its present scale, doesn't succeed in controlling or securing what it seeks to
control and secure. Concerns about human knowledge and economies—civilizational
tissue and its behaviours—are contrasted with familiarity and wealth as tissue, which
are valuable goods against which their bastardizations can show up. We cannot place
blind faith in technology, since it often fails the test of good tissue—life and the means
to continued life. We cannot place blind faith in market freedom, as long as economic
agents are programmed as they are, and as long as wealth is not understood as good,
living tissue.
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INTRODUCTION

"A certainty of death" has a double meaning, reflective of the twofold intention of this project.
One intention is constructive, whereby "a certainty of death" is part of that familiarity we may
have with the living world that includes death. Such familiarity allows—perhaps demands—an
affirmative orientation, conceptually and practically, subjectively and behaviourally, on the part
of living creatures toward their own lives. That orientation subsequently enables, for me, and
hopefully for you, a similar orientation toward the broader context of life that sustains us. This
project's other intention is critical, whereby "a certainty of death" refers to a potentially
destructive cultural desire for certainty in the forms of technological control and economic
security. Here, the analysis of life as the context in which goodness arises—knowledge and
wealth particularly—is employed as the basis on which goals and structures of a society can be
called destructive in order to re-evaluate those living aims of truth and wealth in an
ecologically-informed way—a way that copes with death as unto life, rather than seeking to
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escape death. The same constructive and critical process, I think, could well be applied to a
third realm of certainty: faith. But this project is broad enough already. Instead of dedicating a
whole chapter to faith, although it deserves it, there are a few junctures at which an overlap
between these themes suggests how faith is related to the discussion underway.

As a photographer, I rarely use a wide-angle lens, opting instead to render space twodimensionally and show very specific relationships. But a wide-angle lens can sometimes afford
an important survey of the land. So in philosophy I find myself constantly zooming out, for
example, thinking what chemistry might have to do with currency. Here I have both an apology
and a promise to make. I am moving quickly across steep terrain whose features equally
deserve focus. But I sacrifice microscopy of the climb with the hope that the summit will afford
a rewarding vista. Often interdisciplinary and always experimental, this project has the
ambitious agenda of analyzing a breadth of contemporary human existence in ecological terms.
Rather than an exposition of a specialized issue in the thought of a specific figure in philosophy,
this project is a thematic one where novelty is sought in that breadth. Of course, there are a
number of threads being woven together that cross over and pick up patterns from the work of
other interdisciplinary thinkers, particularly Hans Jonas's The Phenomenon of Life, Barry Allen's
Knowledge and Civilization, and Wendell Berry's agrarian writings. These philosophers, in turn,
are indebted to a legacy of thinking that includes Heidegger in especially Jonas'case,
Wittgenstein, Dewey, and Rorty in Allen's case, and Aldo Leopold and perhaps Thoreau in
Berry's case. The legacies are obviously more complicated than that; I'm mentioning those
predecessors with whom I too am directly familiar, and so to whom I am also directly indebted.
In that regard, Marx and Adorno, both directly and through Lambert Zuidervaart's deeply
considered social philosophy, can be seen as bulwarks to the whole project. Much credit also
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belongs to the intellectual climate at the Institute for Christian Studies, and particularly to my
mentor, Ron Kuipers, whose tireless curiosity, commitment, and insight have made him a
formidable ally in doing ecological philosophy and practicing good life. Furthermore, both
Kuipers and Zuidervaart are notorious for transgressing disciplinary boundaries, and both
intentionally and not, their examples have inspired me to continue thinking holistically, just the
way I like to.

In Chapter 1,1 introduce and explain the terminology I employ in the rest of the work.
This involves a treatment of the categories of "life" and "death," and begins to employ the
concept of tissue—a concept of central importance that unites the variety of topics herein. I
also introduce "ecos" as a term that captures the part of our world we continually need to
speak of: home. The bulk of the chapter is dedicated to attempting to understand a whole
range of phenomena as cycles with moments of buildup and breakdown in order be able to
discuss life and death as both moments and directions. With the terrain thus mapped, issues of
human responsibility should also show up more clearly, and the second part of Chapter 1
suggests how and why human responsibility is already alive, and needs no further foundation
than our bodies. In the third part of the chapter, I take up some issues regarding subjectivity in
ontology, if only to state what I think is at stake in them, and to note the direction in which my
thoughts on those matters have been growing. While I cannot explore that topic fully, I feel it is
important to hold on to a strong sense of what it is like to interact, and especially of what it is
like to be alive, in order to take up a holistic discussion of living knowledge and living wealth—
the positive side of my critique of certainty in the forms of scientific/technological control and
economic security.
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In the first part of Chapter 2,1 work toward a notion of truth that takes up the insights

of various theories of truth, especially "correspondence" theories. I argue that a kind of
"correspondence" between words and worlds is not only compatible with, but complementary
to, an ecological and not primarily propositional view of knowledge such as Allen's, and mine.
The thrust of the argument is that repudiations of correspondence theories of truth can make
language seem like a game without entry points. Language, I argue, should be thought of as a
network of walked pathways, rather than an enclosure. Truth should be thought of in terms of
truthing—claim-making behaviour that follows fruitful pathways—and knowledge should also
be thought in terms of such fruitful pathways, but not just propositional ones. In continuity with
the first chapter's ecos, Chapter 2 can be seen as being about human ecology—how our homes
shape us. In the second part of that chapter, I try out familiarity as a conception of knowledge
that can do justice both to propositions and other performances with living values, which can
be both mundane and superlative. Familiarity is embodied, it is structured function, it is
pathways, and it is organically built. Knowledge can thus be seen as a kind of tissue. In the final
part of Chapter 2,1 endeavor to contrast technology with familiarity. Technology is tissue, no
doubt, but is it tissue that is living and the means to continue living? I suggest how technology
can be bad tissue; the avoidance of death as a moment in life transmutes death into a direction
that threatens life. I argue that the particulars of our technological tissue are historically
contingent upon continued economic practices, and that "quality" of life is as much a matter of
preference as it is a matter of need. Since science/technology has such an economic existence,
this part marks a shift to discussing how we shape our home, a discussion continued in Chapter
3.
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In Chapter 3, primarily alongside Marx, I speak about the economic (housekeeping)
ethos and practices in Western culture, particularly in North America, that make the
aforementioned scientific/technological control its business. In the first part I argue that wealth
needs to be reconceived. Wealth should be compared to tissue—life and the means by which
life continues itself. Tissue borrows its existence by gathering momentary surplus from a •
market of energy whose sum must eventually be zero. Tissue bends to biocapacity, and growth
gives way to homeostasis, wherein new growth is paid for by decay. The notion of wealth as
tissue stands in direct contrast to economic expansionism. In the second part of the chapter, I
criticize the one-sidedness of what I call "rights markets." These are markets wherein economic
agency is being a property owner with the right to dispose freely of some resource, or other
exchange-value, unto ever-sought surplus. Rights markets, given the capitalistic nature of all
tissue that channels energy and builds surplus, and given the industrialization of that tissue in
sapiens' case, create an expansionist economic climate that turns out to threaten the security
that was the one-sided foundation of property rights and freedom of enterprise in the first
place. I'll suggest that our notions of rights, freedom, property, and competition need to be
tempered by robust notions of responsibility, limitations, stewardship, and cooperation,
without which temperament the former efforts threaten the security of all, even as each seeks
one's own security. Rewriting the constitution, laws, and policies of our nation is beyond my
scope. However, in the third part of Chapter 3, I'll recommend a concept that I think can
capture the balance of the above principles—belonging. To belong is to hold a place. Place, like
niche, is meaningless without occupants and their particularities, but at the same time does not
cover over the context-dependence of occupants' particularities. Organisms belong in niches;
belonging remembers the whole without forgetting parthood. To belong in a community entails
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both rights and responsibilities. To have belonging in land entails both usership and
stewardship. To belong in living, to be alive, entails a long history of both competition and
cooperation. To be free is also always to be limited, and to be limited in some way is to be freed
in another. Finally, to own life in fullness is to own death-^to recognize that security in growth
is a moment in life that, if one-sidedly sought, waylays and secures the reciprocating moment
of decay. Taking such ownership of death also means recognizing that standing out, alive, is to
risk death all along. Death is life's only certainty. The possibility of life after death is won by life
that receives death in course, rather than constantly sloughing it off to other creatures, as if
death could be cheated.

CHAPTER 1

Life and Death

To get at the double sense of "death" I refer to in the title of this thesis, Figure 1.1 attempts to
lay out the bio-philosophical terrain in which these differences are featured. First, note the
vertical axis which divides build-up from break-down. Travel upward along this axis traces a
continuum from short-lived cycles like cellular respiration, to the nearly eternal sighing of solar
systems or even the expanse and collapse of a universe.

Along this continuum of scales of build-up and break-down we can make another rough
divide. The horizontal axis in Figure 1.1 is a division between those processes that are
constituted of biologically mandated structures, and those which are not. I'll call these spheres
intragenetic and extragenetic. The anabolic and catabolic (buildup and breakdown) processes
of cellular respiration, within organisms, and whole organisms' ingestion and excretion, are
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intragenetically (including "epigenetically") determined. The destructive powers of enzymes,
for example, serve a function anticipated beforehand in ancestral need related to
environmental pressures intragenetically guiding the organic structure of a new generation. On
the other hand, the destructive powers of fire, flood, famine, pollution, over-hunting and
habitat-destruction {disaster), are not called for by any blueprint. Again, the: tissue-building
processes of the growing organism are orchestrated genetically, whereas opportunities for
colonization that are opened by disaster arise extragenetically, in the sense that they usually
involve a complex array of environmental factors, most or many of which are beyond the
control of individual colonists. These are forces that may themselves be balanced by the everstriving forms of life and living communities. The dynamic stability of such livelihood is thus
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extragenetically achieved, in the sense of not having been planned for, even though
intragenetic structures alongside extragenetic environmental conditions do both
interpenetratively dictate the possibilities of coping with disaster, and in turn have such
pressures written back into themselves (whether or not genetic mutation is random, though I
suspect that it is not).2 So selective pressures are exerted by destructive phenomena all the way
up and down this scale of cycles of build-up and break-down, and reconstructive possibilities
are born from the inherited results of those pressures. The extragenetic does not denote having
nothing to do with genes. Another similarity through the gamut of cycles is that buildup and
breakdown can be seen all the way along as tissue-building and tissue-breakdown, a point that
will be revisited throughout this project as the importance of tissue becomes increasingly clear.

Intragenetically at the cellular level, build-up and breakdown take the form of
endothermic anabolic processes and exothermic catabolic processes, typified by photosynthesis
and cellular respiration respectively, whose study is biochemistry. Macrocosmically, these
cycles are roughly balanced across a whole biosphere that is resting at the biocapacity of its
current form of life in an environment, no longer growing in total, where every carbon fixation
accomplished with light energy is matched by carbon combustion releasing heat energy.

2

1 have for some time held this view quietly, and for purely theoretical reasons, thinking it too unorthodox to
bother sharing. However, I have recently discovered a precedent for this view in the thought of theoreticians as
well as biologists. Among theoreticians, I suspect Hans Jonas of holding a view of genetic mutation as not
necessarily random, although I have not found explicit evidence for this. Notably, early proponents of evolutionary
theories of biology, not knowing the biological mechanisms of heredity, assumed that it was possible for
characteristics acquired by parents to be inherited by future generations. Darwin himself held this view, although
such "misguided" Lamarckism is usually only attributed to Lamarck. The evolution of the dogma that the germ line
is not influenced by somatic events (August Weismann), or that genotype influences phenotype, but not inversely
(Wilhelm Johanssen), or that the translation of DNA to protein is unidirectional (Francis Crick), or that bodies are
just vehicles for the replicators they express (Richard Dawkins), has in fact been variously contested all along. A
brief history of thought on the subject is relayed by Eva Jablonka and Marion J. Lamb, Evolution in Four Dimensions
(Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2005), chap. 1. The authors' own position is that "[tjhere is now good experimental
evidence, as well as theoretical reasons, for thinking that the generation of mutations and other types of genetic
variation is not a totally unregulated process"(page 80).
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Microcosmically, these cycles would also be roughly balanced in a plant that is its own
producer, and the only consumer of its product. Growth, in its most usual sense gives way to
homeostasis—maintenance. But, lest stasis be taken too statically, homeostasis is equally
anabolic as catabolic, since the organism's maintenance is precisely the constant rebuilding of
what has been built.3 The consumer, however, is special in this regard, given the greater
amount of energy released by catabolism that it must expend just to acquire the tissue of other
organisms for further break-down—that is, it must eat just to eat. Necessarily for the
consumer, the producer has the opposite trait, capturing more energy than it spends, building
the tissue of its body, building future generations, and sometimes even building fruit as
payment to consumers for the passage and fertilization of its genome to its progeny. From
plants, animal life leans forward, owing its existence to this asymmetry. By staying still, the
plant can get its energy from the sun. By moving, the animal can get its energy from plants;
energy is both the cost and benefit of its movement. The total picture of metabolism begins
with light energy permitting the organization and maintenance of organization of matter into
organisms that sequester matter and energy to accomplish their own organization, and ends
with biocapacity, where stored energy is being released as heat by animals and fires as quickly
as light is absorbed, at which point buildup equals breakdown.

Hans Jonas has a very good chapter (Third Essay, "Is God a Mathematician?: The Meaning of Metabolism") on this
point, in The Phenomenon of Life, where he argues that the identity of organic being is opposite to that of material
being. Matter is itself by being the same. Organisms, on the other hand, have their selfhood in virtue of interacting
as a whole with their environments, which results in their never being materially the same. See also Aldo Leopold's
tale of X and Y in Part II, the "Wisconsin" chapter, "Odyssey" section, in A Sand County Almanac. In material terms
alone, organic selfhood is extraneous, if not inadmissible. As such, the most pure nominalism, taken to its logical
conclusion, must reject the reality of such selfhood, and end in a kind of self-contradictory solipsism. This pure
nominalism, like all but Berkeley's subjective idealism, may be mostly a straw man, but indicates that some
nominalisms seem not to be taken to their logical conclusions.
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Metabolism—the interchange between cells and their environment—points
immediately to the exchange between the whole cellular environment within an organism and
the organism's environment, for example, between predator and prey. The biochemical
relationships point to ecological ones. Here, another porous distinction can be made. Rather
than living in an abiotic world of raw elements, organisms and their genomes subsist and
persist within and because of complex relationships among communities of other organisms.
So, spanning the edge of the intragenetic sphere and including most of the phenomena we
think of when we refer to the "natural environment," is a sphere we could call the intergenetic.
Ecology is usually its study. Within the organism, but in relation to an environment that includes
other organisms' intragenetically inherited existences, cycles of build-up and breakdown
culminate in dynamic stability toward growth or dynamic instability toward decay, the
crossover into which is being eaten and individual death—"death" in its most usual sense. Its
mirror image is predation and eating that forms the transition from decay to growth, the
crossover into which it is tempting to call "rebirth." The onslaught of death that is extragenetic
to individual prey is a kind of disaster to it; at the same time, the impulse of killing is
intragenetic to individual predators; further, the surviving parties on both sides of the predatorprey relationship pass its intergenetic history on to their progeny, largely intragenetically, but
sometimes also culturally.4

Culture is not exempt from inspection from the angle of buildup and breakdown. Best
thought of, perhaps, as a subcategory of the extragenetic, yet it too hugs and partly straddles

Predators, for example, teach and learn hunting techniques; prey, for example, teach and learn warning
vocalizations. These culturally-transmitted "memes," in turn, could bear selective force on genetic variations, for
the example of warning vocalizations, the existence of vocalization practices could favour family groups of
specimens with louder voices or clearer pronunciations.
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the divide, like a special case of the intergenetic. I am treating culture as a biological category,
in the sense that it is relevant biologically, though not in the sense of "biological" that an
emergent ontology might employ to denote one of its rungs. The reason for doing so is that I
believe good ecological thinking and doing is well energized by reappreciating sapiens "species
being," to use Marx's phrase> or "animalhood," to use mine. Of course, we are special in many
ways, but the points of difference between "humans" and "animals" (we should be saying,
other animals) have long been both the premises for and conclusions of unecological thinking
about "man's" place on Earth. Allen is one philosopher who seeks keenly to redress that
problem, and I will continue doing so. The fruit of this shift should become evident in due
course.

In that vein, when I say "culture," I am not talking only about sapiens. Other animals
pass on habitats and teach familiarity with them. They pass on nests, burrows and teach how to
maintain them. They pass on breeding grounds and how to get to them. They pass on hunting
and fishing techniques, vocalizations, and even systems of social organization. These are
memetic5 inheritances insofar as they are not genetically structured or transmitted, although
they are afloat upon those structures, like rafts on a river. They are evolutionary, but rather
than being the results of genetic mutations that get selected by environmental forces imposed
on organisms, they are the results of the force of selections made by organisms imposing
themselves within environments.6 The memetically-heritable behaviours are the results of

This is Richard Dawkins' term, introduced in The Selfish Gene, originally published in 1976. The "meme" is a unit
of heritability that is reproduced and is subject to selective pressures the way genes are. I will not refer to memes
as units, but I will use the adjectival and adverbial forms to describe reproductive transmission of extragenetic
phenomena. The way I'll use it, "memetic" simply means cultural/but emphasizes the evolutionary aspect of
culture, and connotes non-human as well as human cultures.
In their book Evolution in Four Dimensions: Genetic, Epigenetic, Behavioral, and Symbolic Variation in the history
of Life, Eva Jablonka and Marion J. Lamb take a multi-dimensional and multi-directional view of heritability and the
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ancestors accomplishing a living goal by innovative use of their own intragenetic and memetic
inheritances. As learned behaviours, these cultural inheritances can remain purely cultural,
rather than becoming a matter of some intragenetically-mandated structure toward a function,
or "instinct;" As such, they are liable to go extinct, crop up again, change quickly, and vary
across geography. A television documentary series like the BBC's "Life of Mammals" is rife with
examples, from a cave in Africa scarred by centuries of a group of elephants' salt-licking, to a
group of chimpanzees that make spears, to a group of dolphins that have a highly-coordinated
system of driving a team of themselves and a school of fish onto a shoal. Such innovations
warrant being called "culture." If I had the luxury of taking the time to argue for the application
of that term, it would not have to suffice to say that to deny culture to other species is like
denying consciousness to one's pet dog on the a priori grounds of its consciousness being an
affront to one's view of the uniqueness and immortality of the human soul.

Human cultures, in particular, deserve ecological treatment as moments of buildup and
breakdown, because of their scales, and because, especially in industrialized cultures, the
history of their economies seems to have been one of forgetting ecological dependence to the
point where sustainability can be a market "externality," such that it is difficult for policymakers to see how economies are already ecologically related to their ecos—how homemaking
relates to the architecture of home.

causes of variation in heritable systems. Interestingly, I think the four dimensions can still be divided into two
general categories, since epigenetic heritability still operates at a cellular level, and since I view language as
behaviour that gets explained in terms of structure and function. So their first two dimensions are cellular, and still
genetic in a sense of the term when it isn't strictly identified with DNA, and their second two dimensions are
memetic. My use of "intragenetic," therefore, is chosen to include the orthodox view of genetic heritability via
DNA, but it should not be taken to exclude all but DNA in the picture of heritability. Another noteworthy point that
arises in chapter 1 of their book is that the term "gene" was coined around 1900 to denote a theoretical unit of
heritability, and that a biochemical structure of genetic material (i.e., DNA) was not discovered until 1953.
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Animal slaughter, mining, forestry, and even war can be moments of breakdown that

bring about some desire by application of force. Human organisms and civilizations digest vast
quantities of fuel and minerals in order to build and maintain their lives' support structures—
civilizational tissue, or urban "carapace" in Allen's language.7 For example, as Allen puts itArtifacts coevolve in synergy with neural plasticity. The more sheltering the artifacts
(the culture), the more neurology depends on it. Artifacts complete neurological circuits
evolution and ontogeny leave open. They are points where otherwise entirely internal
neural patterns acquire a relation to the environment that is both understood and
effective.8
Civilization should be understood, for the present purpose, as the equivalent in the memetic
sphere of organic body in the intragenetic sphere. That equivalence is what leads me to stretch
the term "tissue" to include civilization; I think it is only a very short stretch. To be clear, I am
calling civilization a kind of tissue; I am not merely using tissue as an analogy for civilization. The
evolutionary history of classically-construed body tissue may be primarily intra and intergenetic
(involving environmental selection somewhat more than organisms' selections), and the
evolutionary history of civilizational tissue may be primarily memetic (involving organisms'
selections somewhat more than environmental selection). But both tissue types must, at last,
perform analogous functions. The living (surviving and thriving) function of much of civilization
tissue is clear, and I also take as a given the survival function of the evolved physiological
capacities for artifactual performance, even if many particular artifactual performances were
initially taken up out of preference more than need (as Allen argues in "Evolving Knowledge" in
Knowledge and Civilization). However it got to be tissue, much of civilization is tissue; it is life

7

Barry Allen, Knowledge and Civilization (Boulder, CO: Westview Press, 2003), 6, 218, 234, 246, 264.

8

Ibid., 173.
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and the means to life. Transportation and communication networks are the memetic
extensions of our intragenetically heritable bloodstreams and nervous systems. Equipment
everywhere extends and enhances our vision and hearing (though not taste or smell,
interestingly), and tools and machinery of all kinds extend and enhance our hands, feet, and
even stomachs. Cooperation and competition among people ingest energy and nutrients to
build civilization—everything from bricks and mortar to socio-political institutions. Meanwhile,
and ultimately, intra/intergenetic predation and catabolism (disease, rot, infestation), memetic
conflict (war), and extragenetic disaster (oxidation, erosion, drought, flood, fires, volcanoes,
earthquakes)—in other words, breakdown processes through the gamut of structural t y p e s break apart bricks and mortar and even socio-political practices, releasing waste heat and
nutrients for recycling.

Where limited destruction is reaped by organisms for the benefit of organisms, which
constantly colonize deadness, disaster is balanced by succession, and a cycle persists. Forest
fires provide a helpful example of extragenetic breakdown. When forest fires renew the face of
an established forest, they open a space where communities of organisms can thrive in a new
way, giving way to meadows and then younger forests of different species, increasing species
diversity as succession begins anew. These extragenetic forces and processes, as already
mentioned, do not have "nothing to do with" genes. The jack pine, for example, comes to
require forest fires to release the seeds from its cones because of the presence of forest fires
during the presumed evolution of its cone to harder and harder forms that protect its cargo
from predation. Given the fires, the process of disaster and succession culminated in cones so
hard as to require fire.

16
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The self-declared goal of biotic activity is to capture as much energy as possible, and to

use it to perpetuate its living, which is channeling energy until it is lost irrevocably as waste
heat and emitted light. The result is that the ecos as a whole moves toward the maximum
biocapacity of the current whole form of life. Uncaptured sunlight escapes as waste heat and
reflected light. So it is that life hitches a ride on a flow of energy that takes no notice of it, life
being but a brief delay in the decaying moment of a galaxy's larger cycle, a cycle that goes on
with or without passengers.

Responsibility

The treatment of various phenomena as moments of buildup and breakdown, coupled with the
rough distinctions between intragenetic and extragenetic phenomena, and between these and
intergenetic and memetic phenomena, enable us to distinguish between death as a moment,
and death as a direction. This, in turn, will help us think about human responsibility.

Death as a moment is the death indicated by the affirmative sense of "A Certainty of
Death." It is the breakdown that is integral to life, creating the possibilities of anabolism and
succession. The interplay of building-up and breaking-down that grows into the homeostasis of
the ecos' current whole form of life, at its maximum sustainable biocapacity, is the direction of
life. So death can form an opposite direction, as opposed to just a moment. That direction is
marked by disaster not directly coupled with the succession of further life—disaster that is, for
all visible purposes, truly destruction. This, then, is the kind of death named in the project's
critique of certainty and quests for certainty in their various forms. The distinction between
intragenetic and extragenetic is useful in that it allows us to further distinguish between the
direction of individual organisms from the direction of larger communities or biomes.
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Organisms take a direction toward life or death, via the interplay of catabolism and anabolism,
in growing and decaying. Communities take a direction toward life or death, via the interplay of
disaster and succession, in evolution9 toward increased complexity, diversity, and biomass, and
devolution toward increased chaos, extinction, and simple and few organisms. This allows us to
resist the temptation to place all disaster into the picture of catabolism—genetically mandated
break-down by organisms that releases energy and more basic compounds channeled into the
already anticipated reciprocating moment of build-up.

To name a moment of breakdown directed to death, however, is to declare a scope
relative and relevant to the forms of life we are familiar with. To say that a disaster is not
succeeded, and is therefore destruction, is to declare a horizon. Some of the would-be cycles of
buildup and breakdown extend up a continuum beyond the scope of what humanity can
appreciate or influence. Others can only be partly appreciated. In the case of fossil fuels, we can
more easily appreciate the time it takes to burn a tank of gas, than the time it takes to grow and
process the biomass that the tank represents. The picture I am trying to paint shows the
possibility of differentiating between "natural disaster" and situations in which the mitigation
of human activities (both breakdowns and buildups) by converse processes is not appreciable
within a human frame. In relationship to disastrous environmental processes, the success of
succession begets evolution. But disaster that is not succeeded can be considered destructive.
There are probably no forms of life that currently need nuclear fallout or polychlorinated
biphenyl (PCB) to succeed, in the same way that a Jack Pine requires forest fires. That life is

"Evolution" here denotes a family of processes including, but not limited to, genetic evolution fueled by random
mutation and steered by natural selection. Evolution just refers to the change-toward-a-living-end aspect of living
systems of all kinds. Its opposite is the leveling-down force of unchanneled energy that settles in maximum
entropy.
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almost sure to continue in one form or another regardless of human activity does not lessen
humans' responsibility for their use of resources. It is a contradiction to life's context-rooted
notion of its own goodness to appeal to forces beyond the scope of human influence and
appreciation to mitigate the disaster emanating from within the scope of that influence. Our
ethical scope; like the scope of this project, is already limited in practice. That limit, is not an
arbitrarily chosen point; the choice is normatively-biologically guided and, under analysis,
becomes relevant to ethical theory. Biologically, the terrain, as I see and am trying to show it,
recommends an approach. Instead of the limit being an answer to the question of how far to
extend care, whether for grandchildren or great grandchildren, or for gorillas and amoebas a
millennium from now, the limit is better formed by suggesting that responsibility extends as far
as influence. What we have influence over, and more directly, what / have influence over, is the
extent of my responsibility. The same point is point in reverse by Wendell Berry: "The length of
our vision is our moral boundary."10 That may be a difficult limit to define for philosophical
reasons, and difficult to find for practical reasons. But at least supernovae, tectonic plate
movements, and probably meteorite strikes are out. Even volcanic eruptions and the rate of
solar flares on this system's sun, which influence global climate, are not preventable matters.
Whatever tinkering with genomes we've accomplished, people haven't started
photosynthesizing, and our living demands that we kill and eat. I sometimes wish I could fly or
breathe underwater with less cumbersome tissues than a glider or scuba gear, or that I didn't
have to sleep, or die. But carbon dioxide levels in the atmosphere, holes in the ozone, some
forest fires, the decimation of species by over-culling or habitat destruction, all fall within the
scope of human influence, even my influence, and thus within the scope of the critiques at

10

Wendell Berry, The Art of the Commonplace: The Agrarian Essays of Wendell Berry, ed. Norman Wirzba, 1st ed.
(Washington, DC: Shoemaker & Hoard, 2003), 281.
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hand. In later chapters, questions will also arise about what we ought to be trying to control,
whether we can and do achieve control by our technological efforts, and whether expanding
control is necessarily progress, or just a preference.

As an ethical scope, influence already points to a particular kind of relativism: the
subjective seat of goodness and the intersubjective imperative to be good. The genesis of
goodness raises questions of biology and normativity. The phrase, "With great power comes
great responsibility," is not only normatively valid; it encloses a bio-historical truth. The
structures and history that have enabled complex language in sapiens, and the species'
subsequent colonization of every corner of the earth, are the same structures and history that
tie individuals normatively within communities and enable them to give theoretical shape to
the concepts of right and wrong, of rights and responsibilities. For the same reason, it is
possible to make the critiques being made herein with little more scientific knowledge than is
had by most high school students. We don't need quantum theory to solve a problem, like the
nuclear arms race, that Einsteinian physics enabled us to create. The ability to imagine
beforehand the consequences of an action, ability so much extended by linguistic community, is
on one hand the ability to imagine the desirable, to solve problems, to control outcomes, to
modify environments, to dominate. No less, the ability to imagine beforehand the
consequences of an action is the ability to imagine the undesirable, to change tactics, to avoid
outcomes, to leave well enough alone, to abstain. These two sets of activities, of course, are
interchangeable in principle, because the desirable can always be expressed as the undesirable,
and vice versa. Add the ability to imagine consequences to the ability and imperative to
recognize self in other, and the sum is responsibility. Put another way, in cooperative
empathetic community, the conglomeration of interdependent "individual" desires is the
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common good, and its legislation becomes right and wrong, rights and responsibilities. Rights
and responsibilities are not foreign to other animal communities, given what communication
and culture they exhibit. But the depth and breadth that language extends to cooperative
activity, or "interobjectivity," it also extends to normativity, or intersubjectivity. The
memetically-snowballed understanding of consequences that extends and instantiates
individual desire is only already operative in communities where desires are under the tutelage
of that community's needs as much as under the influence of the individual's. There is
obviously a large space for conflict here, a space extending from teenage rebellion to
equalization payments among counties in Nova Scotia, and from Sharia law in Canada to North
American energy-use compared to the world's energy resources. Furthermore, the
aforementioned intertranslatability between desire and the common good hinges on the
aforementioned recognition of self in other, and a recognition of dependence of self on other.
In the former case, "empathy" washes over a whole story of solidarity that is not mine to tell
here; it has been the work of many from Christ to Levinas. Recognition of interdependence is
likewise ancient wisdom, yet it is more often drowned out by that voice which, though not its
antithesis, is louder for wisdom's quietude, promising that the better is just over the horizon,
where benefit is greater than cost, output greater than input, profit greater than investment. It
is from within this din that the present voice is raised. In truth, metabolizing being risks its all
for its moment in the sun, and eventually, its life is the price it pays for living—certain death.
But its legacy is open to formation by the manner of its living and its death, whether or not unto
further life.
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Subjectivity

I want to make some ontological notes about particularly organic subjectivity. Primarily, my
goal here is to mark an ontological direction of thought that I think will cohere with the
positions taken in the rest of the project. The themes begun here will arise again later, as the
course of my argument takes a spiraling shape.

When Descartes re-divided the world) this time into res extensa and res cogitans—
extended things and thinking things—the "natural sciences" were given a language (though
changing) that suited them: the dependable and predictable cause and effect of necessity, of
mechanism, in the world of otherhood. The "human sciences" could do as they pleased until
God died and humans were found to be apes, and have since struggled to apply mechanistic
language to talk of selfhood, for whom the experience of active agency does not always take on
a character of necessity. Hans Jonas says:

The actual coincidence of inwardness and outwardness in body compels the two ways of
knowledge [natural and human sciences] to define their relation otherwise than by
separate subjects. Otherwise also than as complementary descriptions of the same
subject from different 'sides' which can eschew the question of how those abstract
aspects concretely cohere in being.11
The interactive monism that I want to defend agrees that the sciences are not defined by
separate subjects. Nor can the differences between their languages eschew the question of
how subjective and objective aspects cohere in being. But as for "different sides," I find the
"abstract" aspects not abstract at all, but inalienably present with being, as being takes a "side,"
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Hans Jonas, The Phenomenon of Life: Toward a Philosophical Biology (Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press,
1966), 18.
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or a place. One's experience of oneself as a subject is different than one's experience of others
as apparently similar subjects: they can be objects. These two sides are not, therefore, founded
on a stiff ontological rift between mind and body, but on the ontic, flexible interface between
self and other. The fact of incommensurability between the languages dominating each side of
the same being—its selfhood to itself and its otherness to others—is not inconsistent with an
ontology of integral monism. The incommensurability is one part historical "accident," owing its
continuance to a legacy of dualism (particularly Descartes'), and one part necessary. !t could
have been that the languages evolved in closer proximity, and that, like Rorty's Antipodeans,12
we spoke of C-fibres firing instead of "pain." But I remain me, and cannot be you. My C-fibres
firing would remain a different experience, for me, than your C-fibres firing would (for me). I
recognize the contentiousness of this very point in the philosophy of mind. So it is worth the
aside.

Wittgenstein's "private language argument"13 has been used by behaviorism to try to
deflate the notion of pain's being a private feeling, accessible only to the one in pain. "Pain," it
is said, and the meaning of all words, depend for their consistency upon being public. Meanings
attach to contexts of use, private feelings aside—feelings might be epiphenomena, or better
yet, they could be eliminated as useless and distracting concepts. The latter I'll call nominalism
about feelings. "Pain," then, is supposedly just the behaviour attending tissue damage
detection. But the behaviour is experienced differently whether it is another's or one's own,
viz., the difference between what it takes to notice the mosquito on my neighbour's back,
versus what it takes to notice the mosquito on my back. I use that example because the
12

Richard Rorty, Philosophy and the Mirror of Nature (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1980), chap. 2.

Ludwig Wittgenstein, Philosophical Investigations, trans. G. E. M. Anscombe, 3rd ed. (Maiden, MA: Blackwell
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difference is both subjective and also obviously objective. Or, for example, I seem to be capable
of having a headache alone in the dark without having hit my head and without clutching it or
fussing, that is, without any special behaviour at all. And I find that everyone believes me when
I say, "I had an awful headache last night." They never ask whether or not I moaned adequately
loud to warrant describing the headache as "awful." 14 And I usually know if I'm lying. Of course,
"pain," must pass through a public context, and does not directly transmit the what-it-islikeness. However, for my part, "pain" is equally connected to a likeness as it is to a public
SIGN

context. Indeed, "pain" must be like
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likeness. But we can also talk about pain

when none of us are having any, so there's also understanding which is bracketed by objective
behavioural contexts. Perhaps, then, the multi-connectedness could be pictured as in Figure
1.2. We can take note of the dependence of some of the two way-relationships, pictured above,
on the third aspect which diagrammatically appears not to be involved. We could draw a line
(dotted) from the self and other apexes to the opposite side, as a kind of support, or a
The commonly-held notion of degrees of pain poses another translation problem for behaviourisms that would
eliminate private feeling. Behaviourism wants to translate "pain" as just behaviour. But degrees of pain resist
translation to degrees of behaviour, for example, tissue-damage avoidance behaviour. Pain avoidance behavior
sometimes seems to decrease in proportion to the pain one expects another is feeling, or remembers having felt.
Cut off someone's arms and legs, and they will have little ability to avoid pain. Now cut out their tongue and try to
imagine that their pain has decreased along with their ability to report it. It is precisely because the public words
connect also to private experience that we have so much trouble telling each other just how much pain we're in.
We know it varies—we've felt as much—but the variations in feeling may be connected with less variation, or no
variation, or inverted variation, of behaviour. Instead we say, "it hurts more now than an hour ago," or, "I feel
better than yesterday." I don't doubt your saying so just because your non-linguistic behaviour remains
unchanged, since I am familiar with what it is like.
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necessary condition of the relationship between the other two apexes. First, the self's organic
needs are a necessary condition of the worldhood of a world, i.e., that world's separability into
signal and noise, and thus significance against a background, and thus objects of signification
against a grammatical background. Objective contexts are rendered communicatively by
subjects. Second,the self's grown subjectivity is what makes possible the recognition of signifier
as a signifying, the linguistic as objective context. Signs are understood as signifying objective
contexts by subjects. But we can put this set of relationships another way: in the case of the
object, its own identity and difference within a universe—its parthood—is a condition of
possibility of worldhood for other selves. So we can also say that objects allow subjects to say
that and to understand that. These two sets of conditions of possibility are mirror images.
Combined, the points can be stated: identity and difference, the being of beings and the
possibility of their interaction, are the space in which a self finds itself as alongside others. Self
and other are adequate for worldhood. Worldhood is one of the conditions of possibility of
language. At last we come to the relationship between the language apex and the relationships
between subject and object, or self and other. It is the special case wherein the conditionally is
inverted. Because the self is the condition of possibility of signs relating to objects and objects
relating to signs, and because the other is the condition of possibility of signs relating to
subjects and subjects to signs, self and other, identity and difference—worldhood—is a
condition of possibility of meaning. However, communication does make possible a change in
the relationship between self and other; it possibilizes their interchange. Others can be selves,
and selves can be othered (objectified). The mosquito is probably a solipsist, and is probably
unable to know itself in the second-order way afforded by the "objective stance of science," as
a collection of cells, which are collections of organic molecules, and so forth. I have been talking
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about "signs" and communication generally, and not "symbols" and language strictly, because I
happen to doubt very much that dogs (for example) are solipsists. Certainly, their ability to see
others as selves and to see themselves as others is proportionate with their communicative
capacities. But it is simply not worth drawing a stark line somewhere along the shades of grey
that run from "lower" animals to the "highest" animal, as philosophy has too often made its
business. I suspect that this practice carries over from dualistic Christianities, especially in their
Cartesian inflections. In fact, it is the specter of this division with which this project will be
repeatedly embattled: our culturo-structural desire for certainty can be equally read as a flight
from one half of organic being—parthood that is specifically animalhood. Organic being is selfperpetuating order whose life is resistance to entropy, and always risks death. In principle, the
systematic evasion of death, to the point where it is not a risk, strips life of its aliveness.
However, the argument I present here is that, in practice, life's evasion of death, when taken to
the scale of contemporary civilization, is a maneuver whose result is more often the mere delay
of the inevitable, guaranteeing that it arrives in fuller force, like a stone thrown higher to put
off its landing.

Furthermore, the selfhood being discussed often does slide into sciences like
behavioural ecology, when we employ the language of desire in descriptions and explanations
of our animal relatives' behaviours. Explanations invoking genetically and socially conditioned
stimulus/response don't seem to fare much better, in many cases, than explanations like "the
subordinate male wants to breed, but the alpha will have none of it," which seem to pass often
enough without any accusation of anthropomorphizing. I also think it is a mistake to consider
talk about beliefs and desires as merely an abstraction-layer of description, like Daniel
Dennett's "intentional stance," as though it was just a shortcut that we take, in order to avoid a
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more cumbersome, but accurate, atoms-only description of behavioral phenomena. It is a
mistake because being me is like being me, and a shared form of life already makes me believe
there is a "me" for you too. It seems to me that if the charge of anthropomorphism is to be
made about the beliefs and desires of even dolphins and dogs, consistency would demand the
charge of "egomorphism" whenever anyone talks about the beliefs and desires of even sapiens
other than themselves. But egomorphism is just that sociability we expect of one another all
the time: to put oneself in another's shoes, to imagine what-it-is-like. The accusation of
"anthropomorphism" is a remaining inheritance of dualism to which materialist philosophy has
not owned up. What Cartesian dualism freed the "physical" sciences to pursue in the lawabiding realm of res extensa, science/technology wants to continue doing: to control. What
Descartes' "animal machine" meant for the treatment of animals, the philosopher of language's
distinction between "sign" and "symbol" still does. To allow animals the face of an "Other"
could be catastrophic to the mode in which we enjoy three square meals a day. Of course,
there are plenty of attempts to give animals such a face, but not by philosophers, who stand
loftily above the facile, incomplete, and one-sidedness of PETA-style rhetoric. By its nearabsence in this debate, philosophy more often nods the go-ahead to the usual
scientific/technological march of control across the Earth. Yet it is the incompleteness and onesidedness of a cute-and-cuddly pathos that leads to the contradiction of decrying deer or duck
hunting as cruel, while biting into a hamburger, and missing the issues altogether. The issues,
therefore, warrant attention, so that people have an opportunity to understand the
relationships between Panda bears and their iPhones. I consider anthropomorphism a courtesy
like egomorphism, and I think it is avoided less out of epistemic humility, and hardly at all out of
philosophical rigor, but more often to render guiltless the enslavement and killing of other
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species, as necessary to life as killing is. But our consciences might be better cleared by a
consciousness of just what killing is unto.

So I am treating humans as organisms, and merely organisms (although there's nothing
"mere" about it). I have not followed the young Marx in pointing to consciousness, or selfrelational freedom, as distinguishing humans from other animals.15 This is not meant to strip
humans of whatever spiritual life is rooted in their biotic life, or wells culturally therefrom. It is
meant to strip them of any type-distinction from other creatures. Humans certainly are
distinguished from other animals by their efforts to cement such distinctions. But to take
language or any other artifact of human culture as a practical example of human spirituality, or
the defining mark of consciousness, is not a demonstration of human nature as other than
biotic. Rather, such an equation amounts to an ostensive definition of "spiritual," or
"conscious." Then, to turn around and insist that animals mustn't be "spiritual," or even
"conscious," although they too communicate and behave intentionally, requires that language
or culture or whatever artifact be defined ahead of time as what only humans do. And doing so
is more a matter of drawing a line, though not entirely arbitrarily, along a continuum that is
disguised by our inside-access to human complexity. But when, using self-declared "humanonly" activities as indicators of the "spiritual," or of "consciousness," we imagine these to be of
an order "beyond" the functions of other organisms, so that thinking is not an organic function,
we have merely given ourselves title to a supernature by fiat, though no such supernature
follows from a merely more complex nature. Since that more complex nature appears
particularly in the sphere of human knowledge, I turn now to the task of appreciating
knowledge as tissue, in continuity with human animalhood.
15
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CHAPTER 2

The thrust of Allen's Knowledge and Civilization is to give back to evolved behaviour what
epistemology had relegated to true propositional beliefs. Allen wants to replace
correspondence theories of truth and their onto-logic,16 and epistemological discussions and
their propositional biases, with an ecological and material notion of knowledge as superlative
artifactual performance.

Performance is a good place to look for knowledge. Whether one wants to call it the
locus of knowledge, or just the proof of it, is perhaps not important, but my own tendency is to
think of knowledge in terms of the ability or capacity for a function. The locus of the capacity is
in structure, the way an athlete's body or a student's mind is responsible for a jump or an essay,
even though the jump and the essay receive the score. Of course, the structure is partly formed
by the activity. Still, the importance of the structure is why I don't whole-heartedly follow Allen

Allen, Knowledge and Civilization, 27.
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in thinking of knowledge as artifactual. "Artifact" can have the sense of remnant, rather than of
integral and active structures of operation, and in that sense it risks damaging "performance." I
think "tissue" captures equally well what Allen means by "artifact" in his stricter use of it, and I
think it captures better what Allen means by "artifact" in somewhat more forced deployments
of it, as in, "sensations are artifacts of evolution."17 It may be just a semantic difference of
merely rhetorical import, but "tissue," I feel, is more easily stretched to encompass the family
of things that embody knowledge. As I said in the first chapter, I have no qualms about
including memetically-built structures—tools, technology, civilization—in the category of tissue.
Moreover, I find it insightful to think of prosthetics as body parts and clam shells as houses.
When one spreads butter on bread with a knife, one's consciousness, embodied in the whole
functioning tissue, extends to the interface of metal and bread more than to that of fingers and
metal; the knife is an appendage in the familiar activity. The interface of organism and
environment is function-relative, always porous, and often graduated. "Natural" and "cultural,"
or better, "genetic" and "memetic," denote a difference in the type of evolutionary history of
structures, rather than a difference in their material, although it can be accompanied by one.
Likewise, "organic" and "inorganic" denote a difference in dynamism of identity; inorganic
identity is sameness of matter/whereas organic identity is sameness of structure throughout
changes in matter (with different structure comes a different organism, so I am not the same as
I was a year ago, and so personhood cannot be equated with just organic identity). Thus, a tool,
such as a mitt, can be as integral to a left-fielding organism as wings are to a sparrow, and the
torn mitt needs to be stitched like the split feather heeds to be mended. An organism without a
mitt cannot be a very good left-fielding organism. Tools are tissue, and machines are organs;
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they might be detachable, ugly, or vestigial; they might have some contexts of use that merely
tax the system without providing a service, like well-fed stomachs when used to digest
marshmallows, or engines when used to race Nascars.

Superlativity must either be a normative, aesthetic judgment entrenched in forms of life
and language-games, expressing preference, or else be a description of that which
accomplishes life-functions, expressing necessity. If it is the latter, then I would agree that
superlativity is critical, if not to all instances of knowledge, then to the possibility of organisms'
knowing. But that's not the way Allen intends superlativity, because all sorts of things that lead
to life are quite ordinary, and Allen reserves superlativity for the out-of-the-ordinary. Besides,
since I also want to replace artifactual performance with familiarity, a kind of tissue, then it
would be somewhat redundant to speak of superlative tissue-use, if superlativity means that
which accomplishes life-functions, because such accomplishment is already integral to the
concept of tissue. Since I choose not to think of knowledge as necessarily something out of the
ordinary, my account will give up superlativity in Allen's sense.

There is one more difference between Allen and I, and that is with respect to truth, and
how we treat correspondence theories of truth specifically. I will spend a significant amount of
time on this difference, and on the notion of correspondence, because I think it has a lot to do
with how language ends up being conceived. I think knowledge should be thought of as
pathways/and claim-making should be thought of as one of the behaviours that tread some of
those pathways. I think that would go very well with Allen's positive view of knowledge. But his
negative view of knowledge, which involves repudiating the onto-logic of correspondence,
makes logos seem cut off from ontos, and can lead to a conception of languages as enclosures.
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For Allen, repudiating truth as correspondence to reality is part of arguing for knowledge as
superlative artifactual performance, although I'm not sure that it needs to be. Superlative
artifactual performance stands in contrast to various epistemological biases, certainly. But
Allen's positive account is also a very "realistic" account of knowledge, and in that sense, does
not benefit from the particular way in which he criticizes correspondence theories, a way that
takes antirealism to its apex. To say that without human mensural practise and language there
is nothing, makes it difficult to discuss the evolution of human mensural practise and language
along with evolving knowledge. Allen says: "There are no self-identical beings with natures all of
their own for us to correspond with. Identity, sameness, and difference are artifactual,
contingent by-products of our life and practice"18; "Take away perceptions and conceptions, the
economy and practice, our contingent existence, and there is no residual determination for
sameness, identity, difference, or truth" 19 ; "The end of human life is the end of the world,
beyond which is—nothing."20

I agree with dropping propositional bias toward knowledge, and that truth is thus not a
condition on knowledge generally,21 unless one's notion of truth is as capacious as Zuideryaart's
"life-giving disclosure."22 His is not a notion of truth as primarily propositional. However, if I
identify truth somewhat more narrowly with the fruit of truthing, claim-making behaviour, it is
no more propositional than claims are, and I suggest shortly why claims needn't be
propositional. Furthermore, if claim-making is just one of the behaviours of familiarity—
18
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knowledge tissue—then truth remains a condition on the status of claims as expressing
knowledge, as being a function of knowledge-tissue. This is especially true if one's notion of
truthing is also performative, so that infallibility isn't in the picture as a requirement, any more
than imperviousness to gravity is a requirement of high-jumpers. In critiques of correspondence
theories of truth, some important things, I think, are being left out. In arguing for the
performativity of truth unto life-functions—truthing— I will be arguing for an interconnected,
regular aboutness between claims and environments: knowledge-tissue "corresponds" to
reality as it gets made and used by behaviour including claim-making, like the way a bird's beaktissue "corresponds" to a food source as it gets made and used by eating behaviour.

I'll summarize my position briefly. Belief is tissue. Knowledge is tissue. They usually
differ in their evolutionary histories. Claim-making is just one possible function of those tissues,
for which "true" and "false," and sometimes "truer" and "falser," are the performance's scores.
True claims result from fit tissue, knowledge-thot; false claims result from a lack of fitness, bad
tissue, mere beliefs, or misbehaving tissue (lying). "Familiar" is a description of tissue (the
knowledge kind), in the same way that "true" is a description of claiming-behaviour (the
truthing kind). I'm not saying that all familiarity is knowledge-tfrat, or that all knowledge-t/70t
was once mere belief. Familiarity is not primarily propositional, so knowledge is not primarily
knowledge-that. Again, knowledge as familiarity is a kind of tissue; it is neural and behavioural
connections, built in the form of pathways, whose functioning is both objectively interactive
and subjectively felt. These pathways, like genes, get selected as they lead to their own
maintenance, just as the genetic structure of tissues gets selected for its ability to maintain that
structure. The ability is not arbitrary; it arises because these pathways are in regular interaction
with an environment that displays regularity, features which also form the possibility of
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truthing behaviour. All this is what I will be arguing for most of this chapter, and I think it can be
seen as compatible with at least the spirit of Allen's account of knowledge. This chapter will
conclude with an assessment of how the project of human control of life through science and
technology has grown into questionable tissue. Since tissue is life and its means to further life,
its livelihood and whether it gives life become the means by which it can be judged as good
tissue, fit for growth, homeostasis, and reproduction in an environment, or waste that needs
reconstruction. Another very minor problem I have with "superlative artifactual performance"
is that, at face value, it lends itself to being a good description of technology, which I think
ought not to be thought of as an especially exemplary form of knowledge. My thesis is that
projects of controlling life have expanded out of the mode of familiarity and into a one-sided
doctrine of progress that undermines its original goals. As such, science and technology should
not be considered the primary locus or model of knowledge. Knowing better might sometimes
involve abstinence rather than artifactual performance (in the narrower sense of "artifact,"
where it is not expanded to include abstinence).

Truth and Life

With objections to "correspondence" in mind, I will argue that interactivity between words and
worlds, or better yet, claims and what they are about, as well as regularity in both claim-making
and environments, is the possibility of truthing. I will try to avoid some of the common
objections to correspondence theories, while pointing out insights of other theories of truth,
which I believe, though skirting it or hiding it, cannot avoid this connectedness.

//truth is agreement among people alone, irrespective of the not-just-linguistic
environments to which they are connected, then mistakes cannot be avoided, because they are
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not in the first place there to be avoided. That may be a big "if." But in attacking
correspondence in its various forms, other discussions of truth risk throwing out a baby with its
bathwater. Because truthing is behaviour, truth only gets made by organisms. But we can ask
what makes truthing possible, the possibility that shared environments can be talked about.
This is where deconstructive, deflationary, pragmatic, coherentistic and relativists discussions
of truth, while they have their moments, miss what correspondence theories have falteringly
attempted to capture: connectedness of one form or another (I'll be pointing out three forms).
Deconstruction has its moment against ideology. Deflationism is right that to say "p is true" is.
usually just to reassert p. Pragmatists are right that whatever truth is or isn't metaphysically, it's
what works. Coherence is the insight that truths should fit together. Truth is relative, of course,
because it always comes out of and matters within living contexts. But correspondence theories
have been right that claims are connected to environments. The possibility of truthing and
agreement can be found in at least the following three forms of connectedness: interactivity,
regularity, and aboutness. With language's communicative importance in truth-telling and in
allowing me to speak about a "we," we can and ought to make, dispute, and work out claims
about life and goodness, about whether the planet is warming and why, and thus, most
importantly, about how we should live.

I am using claims as that which have a "truth-relation" to environments, through claimmakers, because claims, I think, can be made by more than sentences or utterances, and don't
suffer from as great a potential as propositions to become abstract objects. Abstracted from
context, the "same" proposition makes for different claims in different contexts. Claims, as I am
recommending them, do not exist apart from instances of claiming. Pathways come to exist by
being walked. Truth finds its whole existence in truthing, the meeting of claims and
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environments that occurs in claiming and claim-reception, just as one-inch height differences
find their whole existence in relationships, like the one between my older brother, myself, and
the imperial standard measures. There is, however, a physical relationship between my body
and my brother's that is in some way independent of sentences, of minds, or of measuring, and
which is part of what makes measuring possible. And before a walk there is terrain, a watering
hole, or prey perhaps, which give pathways their reason for becoming, even when the pathway
gets built just to discover them.

In whatever sense works of art or political policies make claims about the way things are
or ought to be, the question of truth arises in them. Claims are not necessarily prepositional
either; meaningful expressions in any forum or medium, such as art, seem constantly to make
implicit claims about what is good, worthwhile, satisfactory, bad, illusory, beautiful, ugly, or
unjust. It is the aboutness of claims that indicates their being truthing behaviour toward
environments. Beliefs and assertions, letters and utterances, seizing and hugging, can all form
kinds of claims. Neither claim-making nor language-use exhaust one another, since language
gets used for goals other than truth. It would be tautological, but coherent, to say that claims
are activities wherein truth is at stake. Matters of truth are only ever at stake in social contexts
which are in constant relation to living matters—truthing is a life function.

I am discussing correspondence in Davidson's sense: "...The property of being true is to
be explained by the relation between a statement and something else. ...I shall take the license
of calling any view of this kind a correspondence theory of truth." 23 To theories that would
relate words and worlds, Allen says that "the usual objection is that it makes no sense to
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suggest that it is somehow possible to compare words or beliefs with the world, since the
attempt to do so must employ words and cannot lead to anything but more perceptions and
beliefs."24 Allen's own objection, he says, is a different one: "Nothing in the world would be
true or false if there were no speakers or speech. Truth would not then exist. ...The same goes
for being same or different, being identical, being one, determinately this or that. Identity and
difference stand or fall with their evaluation in an economy of knowledge, where, symbolized in
language, the results pass for true." 25

Just what is at stake in this debate can by now be seen more clearly: whether there is a
"way things are," prior to (and normally) taken for granted even in my use of "environments,"
to which claims relate. Allen insists there is not. His argument goes like this: two things are
same or different in respect of colour, for instance, just in case both are coloured and are thus
like points in one space; two things are same or different in length only when both are
extended and thus spatially commensurable, and so on.26 So, if there is to be "a fact of the
matter about sameness or difference, there must also be commensurability, a possibility of
comparison."27 But, "what 'can be' measured or what 'admits' of evaluation in a respect of
possible difference has no determination save what it derives from mensural practice."28
"Commensurability, therefore, presupposes historically contingent practice."29 This undermines
"the onto-logic that subordinates truth in speech to beings whose identity and existence are
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unconditionally independent of contingent symbolizing practice,"30 and leads Allen to conclude
that "the occasional truth and the identity or existence of beings stand or fall with the practice
in which truth-values circulate and difference first acquires determinability."31 This can be
boiled down to:

1) Things are same or different if they can be compared.
2) Things can be compared only when they are compared.
3) Things are not same or different until they are compared.
4) Things are not things, they do not exist, without the practices of comparing them.
In one sense, this is acceptable, but only by drastically broadening the notion of
comparison to any interaction whatsoever among entities. But this is not what Allen means. It's
not that existence is interaction, but that things are not things, there is nothing, as he puts it in
Knowledge and Civilization, without the practices of a language-using community exchanging
truth-currencies which give things their determinability, their being.

I think this puts the cart before the horse. Interaction is corequisite with sameness and
difference. It requires different tokens which interact, and which are of the same type, the type
that can interact. Two is the minimum of existence. Without interaction there is no existence,
but that does not mean that interaction is prior to existence. It just points out, again,
interaction's corequisiteness with sameness and difference. A few days ago, in the early
morning, I saw a shape out of the corner of my eye. It scampered from an embankment of
cedars down by the lake, across an open patch of snow, and into a cluster of dogwoods in the
swamp there. I'm almost sure it was a river otter. If I didn't know it was an "otter," would I have
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seen nothing? Or is seeing a kind of comparison? Just this morning I saw something else, far out
on the lake. I thought it might be an otter again. I ran to get the binoculars, and with them I
could see that it was a coyote. What was it before I saw it? What was it before I saw it through
the binoculars? What if I hadn't had binoculars? Would there have been no coyote, or would
there have been nothing? As Quine puts it, "an enduring and relatively homogeneous object,
moving as a whole against a contrasting background, is a likely reference for a short
expression."32 "Comparison" tends toward admitting perception generally. But how is
perception possible? Interaction, at least, must be there, and there is existence. There would
have been the somethings that perception and language interact with and are themselves
interactively built from in the first place, unless I am deceived by an evil genius. But that worry
only arises when language (and perception especially) is treated as a set of fences we are
trapped within, rather than the treading of pathways that everywhere stitch together human
organisms and their niches. We can talk about language "in the first place" because it has a
development from non-language in both species and specimen, unless, again, I have been
created in an instant with all my knowledge-tissue and linguistic behavioural skills intact. Rorty,
in a moment of nearly confessional realism, says:

Davidson's claim that a truth theory for a natural language is nothing more or less than
an empirical explanation of the causal relations which hold between features of the
environment and the holding true of sentences, seems to me all the guarantee we need
that we are, always and everywhere, 'in touch with the world'. If we have such a
guarantee, then we have all the insurance we need against'relativism'and
'arbitrariness'. For Davidson tells us that we can never be more arbitrary than the world
lets us be. So even if there is no Way the World Is, even if there is no such thing as 'the
intrinsic nature of reality', there are still causal pressures. These pressures will be
Quine in Rorty, Philosophy and the Mirror of Nature, 197.
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described in different ways at different times and for different purposes, but they are
pressures none the less.33
Whatever is, must be in a way that allows it to "touch" us causally. And whatever is, must be in
a way that is consistent enough to possibilize conventions of naming and to keep our beliefs
from complete arbitrariness. Even more, as parts of whatever is, we also are, and our nonarbitrary believing is not simply "caused" by whatever is, but owes its very possibility to some
interactive regularity of whatever is. In this light, saying that there is no "way the world is"
amounts to little more than the observation that being is interactive and thus changing, and
anything said about it must come from points of interaction, relative and horizoned. In that
sense, there is no singular "the world." Rather, there are environments, because we who are
plural remain both a part of the whole and apart within the whole—subjects with parthood. Yet
in overlapping parthood, we have partnership—in our being interactive, as parts of whatever is,
with whatever else is, we are the same, or at least, comparable. Still, in our ability to interact
with whatever is, we must also ex-ist, stand out from whatever else is, remaining different.
Thus, whatever is forms different environments for us. As we who are interact with adjacent
parts of whatever is, the consistency of this interaction builds pathways—if temporarilybodily, neurologically, synaptically. There is a shared interactivity of every part in the
substratum of the whole of whatever is, and in sapiens' case, there are shared phsyiological and
artifactual pathways of connection-making unto living. That is how I read Wittgenstein when he
answer's his imagined interlocutor's question, "'So you are saying that human agreement
decides what is true and what is false?'—It is what human beings say that is true and false; and
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they agree in the language they use. That is not agreement in opinions but in form of life." 34 It
is a shared form of life that gives meaning to the interactive superstratum of symbolic
expression that, though it takes on a life of its own, is always rooted in and treading pathways
back to the substratum of a shared whole, even as it forms a multiplicity of particular
environments. The picture, then, is one of a complex of communicative, truth-making,
justificatory loops. There are many points in this justificatory circuit that can fail, and the
workings of this circuit might be interesting, even if they wouldn't, as Rorty argues in
Philosophy and the Mirror of Nature,35 tell us more about what knowledge is. But the task at
hand has been to suggest what features of whatever is are existential and causal conditions of
language, and even neurons, and necessary in order for language to arise and be learned, and
hence necessary for what language intends, which might be communicating what its existence
already demonstrates. This "substratum of the whole of whatever is" is not a noumenal world;
it is an imperative concept for conceiving beings whose parthood is all along corequisite with
wholeness. Whatever interacts is part of a greater whole. That is the possibility of interaction,
the law of existence. It is a tautology, but nonetheless functions as language often does,
reaching outside of just language. The philosophical "problem" that seems to endure this whole
matter is that subjectivity, far from being eradicated by behaviourism or nominalism about
feelings, continues to thwart a purely materialistic monist ontology. The miracle is that with
identity, in interaction, there is a what-it-is-like to interact. The remaining duality is that I am
not you. There is a kind of interiority to being an organism, being a cluster of interaction
integrated perhaps by mobility or a central nervous system into a self-identical node (many
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organisms might be non-reflective solipsists). And that interiority, once appreciated and
subsequently only partly escapable through the intersubjective realm created by
communication, is the problem, not of language as behaviour, but of behaviourisms that
attempt to ignore the what-it-is-likeness of being for that being. The interiority, wrongly
transferred from subjectivity to intersubjectivity, is what I think leads a material ontology's
linguistic turn off a nominalistic cliff; and ironically lands in internalistically-construed language
games and perception. Such a sharp linguistic turn makes us think that without human
mensural practices there is no same or different, no identity, no existence. The scenic route I
want to take insists that there is same and different, yet admits that without language it is not
"true that" there is same and different, because truthing is an organism's behaviour. To put all
this another way, if one wants Sellars' psychological nominalism, as Rorty does,36 and then, like
Allen, see consciousness and painfulness as contingent artifacts of language and nothing more,
and then if one wants to repudiate correspondence as conflating ontos and logos, then one is
left with a language severed from everything but language. Or again, if language is the cause of
awareness, and not the other way around, then the awareness we experience is like a cruel
joke played on us by the deceiving genius that is a language game, a town we find ourselves in
without having entered it, and unable to leave, and our awareness isn't really of environments,
just as language doesn't really point to, or stand in for, aspects of those environments. Instead,
by construing knowledge as tissue and truthing as behaviour—structure and function, pathways
and walking—we can recognize that although the pathway doesn't come about except by being
walked, still, as we climb a hill, we can feel in our walking that the pathway climbs a hill. We
wouldn't conclude that our walking has created the hill.
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When we make claims, we forge pathways among our interactive livelihoods with the

interconnecting life of a language-game. That things are predicatively available37 or unavailable
cannot be a matter of some necessary character of whatever is, but of the contingent proximity
of entities or their aspects to predicative activity. No part of the whole in which we interact is
disconnected from us so completely that it would preclude our speaking of it necessarily or
eternally (such parts don't meet even the minimum of existence; they lack parthood). Without
the consistency of our interaction with whatever is, there would be no language, let alone
anything that it could be about. Its aboutness could not be self-contained, for this would
preclude its being learnable, just as it will not do to endlessly define words by other words.
Babies do not learn languages by reading dictionaries. Maclntyre's bilingual person38 must have
already broken the supposed hermeneutic circle, or at least widened it, in order to compare
beliefs and determine their incompatibility. Languages can be learned, are only ever learned,
and are always learned over time. Despite Maclntyre's insistence that the literary canon or
history of linguistic communities furnishes communities with unique experiences, the mere fact

Predicative availability is Lambert Zuidervaart's phrase, a discussion of which can be found in Artistic Truth:
Aesthetics, Discourse, and Imaginative Disclosure (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2004). While I find this a
good way of putting the point, I haven't made much use of it for fear that it might be misleading. My own
conclusion is that the identity of existing entities puts them into interaction with other entities. As parts of a
whole, they and we interact, even if mediatedly. In that light, nothing could be predicatively unavailable outright
through some necessity of its nature. "Something" predicatively unavailable would be nothing, or no-thing—"its"
unavailability, say, through non-interaction, would cut "it" short of the minimum of existence. That might be the
larger point to Allen's anti-realism; I just think that existence everywhere makes for predicative availability just by
existing, first, and not that predication brings new identity and difference into the world. The fact that predication
is parasitic upon identity and difference makes possible Adorno's notion of the "non-identical," which I have to
interpret not as predicatively unavailable, but predicatively inexhaustible. Language can only leave a remainder
when it speaks of that which it has not created, or reaches for that which is outside itself. The "non-identical," in
my view, is not another noumena, but the recognition that interaction is also change; only stories can have
endings. Maybe this: existence subsists in non-persistence.
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that linguistic communities arise and grow members is an indication that no language-game is
without entry points. No English speaker was born knowing Shakespeare, nor even able to read
Shakespeare. Even where there is no direct equivalent in one language to a phrase or word in
another, it would be a mistake to think that the meaning thereof is untranslatable. Translation
in that case would expand to involve another entry point into the language-game of the
expression in question. Translation might have to expand to teach the "whole" language,
including Shakespeare, but that can be done, or else I'm not working in English.

Not only does language require some persistence of sameness and difference, and some
regularity in interactivity, but the existence of language testifies to some degree of shared
experience, a shared assumption of the subjective character of that experience (even if
unverifiable), and a shared intention to communicate. It is noteworthy that language-learning is
made possible only by consistent word-use, regularity, suggesting once more the regularity of
the extra-linguistic, and furthermore, suggesting the prerequisite intention of language users,
makers, and teachers to communicate. But primitive to this intention is a sense (not a conscious
sense, but consciousness itself) of parthood in a world—some environment with features—to
communicQte. This is what theories of truth as primitive seem to be onto. Before a convention
exists, it is impossible to lie or to make true claims. But conventions do indeed get set up, given
consistency by users' intentions to communicate what they find available for predication, and in
predicating presume to be available to their interlocutors. This truthing is primitive in
communication as a life-function, and in language no less. This intention to communicate is the
beginning of claim-making which only then can parasitically be intended to lead others astray,
although to have a concept of true claims is corequisitely to have a concept of false ones. But
the behaved expectation of being led to life by communication is more basic than truth as a
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concept, especially if concepts are propositional. Truthing behaviour goes ahead of lying
behaviour, even though they appear conceptually symmetrical.

Not everyone will be satisfied with the pre-linguistic intention to communicate I have
appealed to. It is admittedly left herein as a dead-end in terms of explanation. However, I am
not satisfied with attempts to eliminate intentionality, or marry it to language-use, as I have
mentioned. Rorty defends Sellars' psychological nominalism, that "all awareness... is a linguistic
affair."39 He says that "hunger, loudness and the like, are 'known' pre-linguistically, or so
ordinary speech would have it. They are known just by being had or felt. They are known
without being able to be placed in classes, or related in any other way to anything else."40 By
this Rorty means to show the meaninglessness of calling them "known." Rorty invites us to
"either grant concepts to anything... or else explain why you draw the line between conceptual
thought and its primitive predecessors in a different place from that between having acquired a
language and being still in training." 41 Rorty makes the move from "awareness" to "concepts"
because he is using "awareness" to mean "being 'in the logical space of reasons,'" rather than
"awareness-as-discriminative-behavior."42 Why awareness has to be defined in one of those
two ways is not clear to me. The requisite division between the logical space of reasons and
other spaces makes them seem discontinuous. With his definitions thus set up, Rorty makes a
mess of how "response to stimuli" relates to knowledge (which belongs in the logical space of
reasons). He says that "knowing" (an inappropriate use of the word by his own definition) what
pain is like is an insufficient and unnecessary causal condition for knowing what sort of a thing
39
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pain is. Anyway, armed with such a propositionally-biased definition of knowledge and
awareness that belong in the logical space of reasons, Rorty concludes that "knowledge,
awareness, inference, justification, and the logical space of reasons all descend on the
shoulders of the bright child somewhere around the age of four, without having existed in even
the most primitive form hitherto." 43 He compares this descending with the descent of rights
and responsibility on adults of a certain age, ignoring, to my mind, the historicity of language in
both specimen and species. For example, the rights and responsibilities that descend on adults
of a certain age are just the christening of a bulwark of long inculcation in a normative
community that begins with the first "yes" and "no;" rights and responsibilities have preexisted
in another form, just not a legal one. The child raised by wolves may never be ready to receive
those rights and responsibilities, at any age. Instead of "descending," behaviors and tissues
evolve. A change in structure can improve an old function, or an old structure can be put to a
new function. But Rorty's "descent" is as if a new set of structures and functions (language)
could just come about in complete discontinuity from prior structures and functions. It is as if a
person is one day, without having become. It is as if a person wakes and finds themselves in
place, in a community of language-users, without having traveled there by any form. All this
contributes to a notion of language-use as a wall between thought and an outside, untouchable
world, rather than a growing set of behavioural, neurological pathways permeating an organism
always already permeated by and permeating an environment. Rorty's problem is not that he
leaves this becoming unanalyzed. Of course becoming linguistic resists complete
linguistification. His problem is that what does not resist linguistification is something of what
must have been the case, though its description remains retrospective. This "what must have
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been the case" is a coherence that is not out of correspondence with reality; it is not trapped in
a language-game that was mysteriously entered, because the language-game is treading the
pathways that weave together organism and niche. The awareness of the organism in a
linguistic community enters a new key, perhaps, like response to stimuli in the logical space of
reasons. Rorty's problem is to conclude that awareness had not "existed in even the most
primitive form" previous to its descent. We might as well conclude that human babies aren't
properly aware because they're not properly perceiving, not properly perceiving because not
properly sensing, not properly sensing because not even properly interacting with us until they
can talk, "all of a sudden." In the end, I'm just following Rorty's invitation to explain why I draw
the "line" differently. But my feeling is that what gets drawn by organisms, not by philosophers,
is not a line at all, but a gradient that might begin somewhere with motility or centralized
stimulus response. Because, like Allen, I want an embodied, not-primarily-propositional view of
knowledge, I also want to "grant" knowing to dogs and dolphins at least, and I see no reason
not to read their behaviour as "intentional" and "aware" also. In my view, then, the "logical
space of reasons," would just be a space within the organic space of responding to stimuli; it
would be a game that takes up pieces already ready-to-hand. We just gain more and more
expertise in playing as we grow in familiarity with language and with the non-linguistic, pace
Rorty, who, again, leaves language relating only to language: "there is... no such thing as
justification which is not a relation among propositions."44 Justification, rather, relates also to
that which is non-propositional all the way along.

Despite his non-propositional view of knowledge, Allen begins alongside Rorty,
suggesting that language forces us to conclude that intentionality emerges with language. I
44
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have already tried to say why I don't feel that force. But Allen goes even further, and says that
intentionality is just an artifact of language:

"Under the conditions Wittgenstein stipulates as those of "privacy" in the sense he
means to question, there would be no intersubjectively salient (interpretable)
connection between behaviour, environment, and the sounds or marks of would-be
signs. This undermines the description of those sounds or marks as language, and of the
body that emits them as subject, as conscious, or intentional. So the conditions that
would have to be satisfied for a private code are conditions under which no reference
can occur. Conversely, /ntersubjective language practices are more original than
subjective intentionality, which is nothing apart from the other and the exchange of
speech and reply. Intentionality is not "originary," not a power to endow otherwise
empty effects with content. Like reference and truth, intentionality is an effect rather
than a source of signs."45
But that there can be no salient connection between a completely internal language and
behaviour only shows why there can be no private language. The publicness of language says
nothing about internality, awareness or intentionality. Allen's conclusion that intentionality is
an effect of language doesn't follow from the point that meaning requires a shared, public form
of life. Meaning's publicness doesn't preclude a private (ie, non-linguistic) aspect to the also
public circumstances that merit attributing "pain" to someone; meaning's publicness doesn't
preclude that aspect's being prelinguistic; meaning's publicness does not preclude
intentionality's prelinguisticness. In fact, quite the opposite. There is a difference between the
event of a mosquito biting your back and one biting mine, and the difference lets me know
which back it is biting. This points to the fact of a privateness to which the public meaning can
also be hooked, \feel a mosquito biting my back, and I say, "ouch." Granted, there can be no
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language without connections between behaviours and environments. But can't there be
behavioural connections to environments without language? There are, everywhere. And why
shouldn't we attach the word "intentionality" to creatures that "behave toward things" in our
language, whether or not they would call it that? Can't German-speakers be happy, or only
glucklich? Capuchin monkeys rub themselves with millipedes, whose secretions act as mosquito
repellant;46 they seem to prefer not being bitten, even though they don't talk about "pain." Or
should we explain that diseases transmitted by mosquitoes have killed the monkeys that don't
have a millipede-rubbing gene? There's no such gene, of course; capuchins are just behaving
the way we would, because they share many of the same physiological capacities, genetic as
those capacities may be. There's no reason to think monkeys can't be as happy as Germans,
insofar as they share any form of life, like eating or feeling irritated by mosquito bites. That's
just good anthropomorphism, like good egomorphism.

To my mind, intentionality remains prior to language, and therefore appropriate to an
account of it. Neither intentionality nor any would-be material translation of it is an ability that
"descends" at language-use. If it were, it would preclude the ability to learn to use language in
the first place. The continuity of the growing tissue and its behaviour with baby tissues and
behaviours, or ape tissues and behaviours, is precisely what we're trying to conceive of when
discussing the evolution of language, knowing-t/iot, and knowledge generally. The point is not
to assume a particular understanding of the mechanics of language acquisition, as by ostensive
definition for example. My argument is just that the relationship between intentionality or
awareness and language is better thought of the other way around, the former possibilizing the
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latter. I see no reason to think a primitive sort of selfhood requires anything more than
parthood, although the primitive and unspeakable aspect is why I choose to use a fresh term.
Parthood is just being an organism that moves and feels itself porously within the environment
with which it interacts. Certainly, being an organism that interacts is prerequisite to learning
language. Of course, there's a coherent circularity between "awareness," "selfhood" and
parthood as "feels itself," but that just means I am a philosopher willing to "grant" feeling to
anything that behaves like I do, including flies and robots. Their feelings would just be
proportionate to the capacities of their tissues and behaviours. Tissue grows with exercise in
behaviours like communication, which in sapiens'case itself builds further tissue, like synapses,
books, or software.

Rejoining the original question of correspondence, we have the standard objection: "To
ask what reality must be like for sentences to be true implies that truth in sentences is their
being like what is."47 In Knowledge and Civilization, Allen interprets Aristotle similarly, thinking
that Aristotle defines truth as the sameness of ontos and logos. Aristotle says, "To say of what is
that it is, and of what is not that it is not, is true." 48 Allen interprets Aristotle as assuming that
"truth is the sameness of what is (ontos) with what is said (logos)."49 But that does not follow.
Aristotle's definition of truth is platitudinous, as Allen points out, but it does not make the
assumption he accuses it of. Aristotle is trusting language to function the way it usually does.
Let's make the example more concrete: to say of the cat's being on the mat that the cat is on
the mat, is true. In other words, it is true that the cat is on the mat if the cat is on the mat.
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Platitudinous, yes; assuming sameness of logos and ontos, no. Otherwise, people are guilty of
onto-logic when they ask things like, "Is it true that you quit smoking?" They'll be very confused
if a philosopher runs up and accuses them of failing to distinguish between the behaviour of
inhaling particulate bi-products of tobacco combustion with the linguistic description,
"smoking." They were just using one to get at the other, the way I use my hands to open a
bottle. There are ways of using my hands that won't open the bottle, and ways that will, and
those pathways have everything to do with both how my hands work and how bottles are—what the terrain is like. If someone says, "to open a bottle, you must twist counter-clockwise,
because that's the way the thread goes," will a philosopher say, "that's assuming the sameness
of the action and the object"? I hope not. The goal here has been to suggest what organisms,
environments, and their interrelationships must be like for claims to be true, without requiring
that language be like environmental features, except in the non-morphological sense of having
regularity and interactivity. Perhaps this is something like what Wittgenstein had in mind when
he said in the Tractatus, "What any picture... must have in common with reality in order to be
able to depict it—correctly or incorrectly—in any way at all is logical form, which is the form of
reality."50 Certainly, the possibility of truth in claims depends on the "form of reality," though I
doubt whether this form is best called logical, and the metaphor of sentence as picture should
not be taken to show what is required of claims in order for them to be connected to
environments. Claiming is the process of connecting our interconnected environments to
interconnecting language, although claiming is not language's only function. Conversely,
whatever is said becomes whatever is heard, in a complete justificatory loop. So the "common"
objection to correspondence is moot: claims are not made by one party and then taken by
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others and held up to environments in order to determine their truth. Claims are received in the
manner that they are given, meanings already connected to expressions via the user's
perception and its evolution—their pathways, their physiological structure. "If, then, truth is
some sameness, some adequation or assimilation between something said (something of signs)
and the world of which we speak, the question must arise as to what kind of commensurability
for symbols and situations translates into truth-value for a sign."51 But again, "something said"
is taken by Allen tobe something of signs, and not what is said. If we ignored "signs" and heard
their meanings, as we usually do, the way I come to type without thought of my fingers, truth
might be less of an issue, which is the point I take Davidson to be generally after. We would not
talk about "truth" or "cats on mats," but about truth, and cats on mats. But since the issue has
been raised, it becomes important to say why claims must be connected to whatever stands
already in some identity, same and different from other entities. The claims of language, in
order to be language, have an aboutness that is everywhere in touch with, by reaching to or
pointing toward, environments that regularly interact with language-users and in which they
interact with regularity. I think that denying connections through communicators, whether
deterministically causal or interactive in any other way, between claims and environments (the
what of claims) leads to a funny anthropo-solipsism by way of a scepticism like that of David
Hume's:

It is a question of fact, whether the perceptions of the sense be produced by eternal
objects, resembling them: How shall this question be determined? By experience surely;
as all other questions of a like nature. But here experience is, and must be, entirely
silent. The mind has never any thing present to it but the perceptions, and cannot
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possibly reach any experience with their connection with objects. The supposition of
such a connection is, therefore, without any foundation in reasoning.52

However, even in such a mind's world, we are compelled to take as fact such truisms as
"whatever interacts is part of a greater whole," and "every effect has a cause." Such is the fate
of being (at least partly) a set of behavioural pathways and of using language that leads beyond
itself, stepping further into relationship with something else, something interactive and having
some regularity, something about which, if we can speak at all, we can speak truly.

Familiarity

My choice of "familiarity" as a term to capture the family of things that embody knowledge is
largely a grammatical choice. While knowledge lends itself to division between knowing-t/jot
and knowing-how, familiarity is always familiar-iv/th; it retains its alongsideness. Also,
familiarity more readily admits of degrees, is less prone to propositional bias, and is more
obviously animal—more obviously organic.

Familiarity is not primarily propositional; not all knowledge is knowledge-t/jot. But the
difference between knowledge as it is expressed in claims, and claim-making activity out of
tissue whose status as knowledge is contested, i.e., beliefs, is sure to arise; indeed, as Allen
points out, epistemology has often concerned itself with the difference between knowledge
and belief. Beliefs could be behavioural preferences, but they are usually treated as
propositional, they are beliefs-thaf. Knowledge-tfiat, like knowledge generally, can be
considered a kind of tissue. Thating of any sort, by claiming, must be the behaviour of tissue.
Not comparable to familiarity-tissue generally, belief-tissue is comparable to knowledge-trtot-
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tissue specifically, in that both get employed to serve the same sort of living, coping, acting,
arguing, and building functions. The difference is that we see or come to see a. different
developmental past and that we come to expect a different future for these tissues, which get
separated by name into belief and knowledge. Think of a not-yet-Kentucky-friend chicken, bred
for certain traits, selected within a context that insulates it from competing selective forces. Its
tissue could only have formed in that narrow and closed context, and it could not survive
outside of it. The difference between knowledge-t/iot and belief-thcrf is like the porous
difference between domestic and wild, categories used to indicate people's sense of the
differences between the formative contexts of tissue structure. People's senses of those
differences often disagree, of course. The point is just that to call something a belief is to say
that it might not survive outside the context in which it was formed. And then it might. To call
something knowledge is just to express the belief (or knowledge?) that it is well-suited to the
broadest context one deems relevant to judge it by, which isn't quite arbitrary. It makes more
sense to ask whether a Chihuahua would survive amongst fennec foxes than it does to ask
whether it would survive amongst elephant seals, just as it makes more sense to ask whether
the doctrine of the resurrection survives medical science than to ask whether it survives
quantum mechanics. The function that the tissue is supposed to perform is the function by
which it gets judged. One might say, however, that the Chihuahua is no more formed for the
function of hunting snakes than Resurrection is formed for winning research grants. Moreover,
who's to say that the context of medical science takes some kind of precedence, or* the basis of
"broadness", over religious experience or the Bible? Here, the analogy between domestic and
wild breaks down. It should not be thought that the difference between belief and knowledge
consisted in one being cultivated and the other being organic. Both interact with culture and
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with non-cultural environmental features. So the difference between what gets called belief
and what gets called knowledge, when it is at all distinguishable, is dynamic. But in that case,
for our example of Resurrection, the onus is on the religious doctrine to clarify itself as
knowledge suited to its formative context, by clarifying the context and the suitedness—how it
functions. If, however, Resurrection is supposed to be blood circulating, lungs pumping, and
synapses firing where rigor mortis had set in, and breath and neural activity had ceased, then
people who make their lives into familiarity with hearts, lungs, and brains, are going to want to
question Resurrection on those terms.

Although the above account of the difference between knowledge-thot and belief-tftat
allows knowledge-that to be "belief-plus," knowledge is not primarily propositional, so "beliefplus" is not exemplary of knowledge generally. Furthermore, Allen is right to point out that
belief is not simpler than knowledge—knowledge being belief to which something has been
added.53 Much tissue is just formed in a context, alive, functioning, surviving. So it is with
knowledge, and this is the crucial point: much knowledge is just surviving as knowledge already
where it has grown. It was never a belief that needed something added. It wasn't formed the
way a housing project might get designed by distant architects independently of the vernacular
details of context and community. Like most tissue, the adequacy of familiarity is co-present
with its growth. On the other hand, tissue can be junk; what looked like familiarity turned out
to be malformed for its environment; perhaps the environment changed. Again, most tissue
isn't junk, its formation took all the usual paths that social and genetic evolution have laid, and
its value never was in question. "Belief-p/us" is a very narrow sort of knowledge, like predictions
that come true. But once it gets called knowledge, I don't see why it shouldn't be.
Allen, Knowledge and Civilization, 3.
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Unlike Rorty, I don't feel compelled to choose between truth as what it is good for us to
believe (belief-p/i/s-good), and truth as contact with reality (belief-p/us-contact). It will be good
for us to be in contact with environments in ways, often linguistic, that promote survival, or
perhaps pleasure. Of course, it's conceivable that environments might shape our beliefs in ways
that will later leave us iH-equipped to deal with a new environment; but the new environment
becomes a possible corrective as soon as it is available such that a belief could become junk
tissue. Any self-inflicted apocalypse will suffice to show that we can have inaccurate
representations, and that they can be corrected. We can also get diseases, and sometimes cure
them. Bad belief-tissue is like whatever it is that makes a dog chew its stitches out; it doesn't
complete the loop of justifying activity and return as knowledge. Moths are attracted to bugzappers. Squirrels' potentially helpful fear of cars leaves them indecisive as to which curb to
make for—a rather unhelpful reaction that frequently helps us kill them. Neither God nor
Nature has perfected any creature to the point that it doesn't die. Flightless birds in New
Zealand that have evolved in geographic isolation from mammals get pushed to extinction by
sapiens, rats, and cats. Niches and jobs go to organisms that will thrive on less. Familiarity,
knowledge-trtot, and the physiological processes that lead to them, are the ones environments
(including people) select from among the ones environments (including people) have brought
about. Knowledge-t/jot, performed in claim-making, corresponds to reality in the way that bird
beaks correspond to a food source. That's a pragmatic view of truth, to be sure. It's also
consistent with the view that coherence is a test for truth. But it's also consistent with the view
that beliefs interact with environments on both causal ends—individual perception, and
justification via the tug-of-war among all the perceptions of a community. Which perceptive
correspondence, expressed in a claim, gets called true or false will depend on who wins the tug-
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of-war. Who wins will immediately depend on who's in better contact with reality. The notion
of better contact with reality goes anthropologically back to depend, given human organisms'
need to get food out of environments, on more environments. It may be that the "contact with
reality" I am suggesting is not the one that epistemological realists have suggested, and that the
resulting sort of truth—the truthing of claim-making-Hs different/and both Rorty's and Allen's
criticisms are well-aimed in that sense. My argument is not that they are wrong to reject the
epistemologies that they reject. My argument is just that the particulars of antirealist
arguments tend toward throwing out the contact with reality we can't easily escape; such
contact probably inspires realism in the first place, despite various misguided expressions of it.

The human organism, like all organisms, is constantly seeking to better exploit its
environment and expand its niche, and that has meant growing familiarity and sometimes
incubating tissue that turns out to need improvement—retrospectively, mere belief. Sapiens
are now so constituted that we frequently don't just trust our belief-tissue to work in life-anddeath situations without having exercised it elsewhere. Like working-out and dieting, we modify
and select tissue for ourselves as we go about interacting with environments toward which we
grow in familiarity. That is why I made the point a moment ago to include people in the
selective process. But though memetic legacies of humanity swing out from genetic ones, those
inheritances remain attached at the beginning of language in the species, and, at the beginning
of language-learning in the specimen, and all along in our continued interaction with
environments, so that, once more, whether or not we see the physiological processes involved
in making and assenting to claims, those processes are present and are related to what we will
claim, or what we will assent to, or both; knowledge-thar. touches down at one end or another,
and familiarity never leaves the ground. So when Rorty says that "Newton was better than
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Aristotle not because his words better corresponded to reality but simply because Newton
made us better able to cope," we can ask why it wouldn't be both (the latter because of the
former). We can also point out that discovering something like the Hubble constant (the rate of
the universe's expansion) might not help us to cope with anything in particular, though we
might call it true. Being creatures who cope with environments, partly by it and us getting our
beliefs to "correspond" to it, has left us with a process of inquiring that creates the possibility of
having spandrel knowledge—superfluous familiarity that doesn't initially help us survive, and
who's truth gets explained by fitness within an environment of other familiarity and tissue-that
with which it coheres. So among organisms with lives as complex as ours, there are truths
whose truthfulness does not directly reduce to obvious survival-functions like digestion. But
coherence ought never to be left alone to explain the structure or function of truthing. Rorty
says that "nothing counts as justification unless by reference to what we already accept, and
that there is no way to get outside our beliefs and our language so as to find some test other
than coherence."54 If the former is supposed to mean something like, "nothing counts as
justification unless by reference to only what we already accept," which is what Rorty would
need to say in order to make his point that justification is only coherence among propositions
already held, then our beliefs would never change. Just before and at the moment of a change
in belief, a new justification makes reference also to what we have not yet accepted. We are
invited on a path we have not yet traveled, but which the justification is building as it goes on
ahead of where we are. That is what arguments do all the time. So, "by reference to what we
already accept" can only mean that a walk starts from where the walker already is. But that
doesn't make Rorty's point about coherence. As for getting outside our beliefs, the "outside"
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spatial metaphor is misplaced. We don't need to get "outside" our beliefs to find some other
test, as if our beliefs were enclosures. Coherence is a test, but coherence is possible because of
our involvement with what we are talking about; familiarity is pathways, not enclosures. Like
Rorty, Allen says, "We never withdraw so far from ourselves that 'what is' finally comes into
view 'just as it is'."55 That's quite right, but for the wrong reason. It's not that what is has
identity issues, but that what is always is just as it is, in interactivity with us, no withdrawal or
"viewing" required. This just admits an interactive ontology and epistemology, which Allen's
positive view of knowledge implies all along.

Here, Rorty's distinction between explanation and justification stands out usefully.
Recalling Davidson's definition of correspondence theories of truth, wherein "the property of
being true is to be explained by the relation between a statement and something else,"56 we
can see why individual truths are not always justified via the causal relation between a claim
and something else (including language), in the sense that processes of justification don't
necessarily rely on descriptions of waves, neurology, and perception. But the concept of truth,
what makes truth the goal of truthing and what makes truthing possible, is "explained" by
"relations," varying, complex, sometimes undiscovered, but inevitable, between claims and
what they are about, in the sense that these pathways structure the life function of truthing,
"always and everywhere." The connections are, on both causal ends of experience-claimjustification loops, ones that extend through the history of the species and the specimen. These
ecologically-formed pathways are probably not best called "correspondence relations," and the
point is not to defend them as such. But we can still admit this interactivity without assuming
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the sameness of ontos and logos, and without appealing to anything like Rorty's straw-man's
appeal to "a permanent neutral matrix for all inquiry and all history...."57 It's not that claims
need to correspond to "something apart from what people are saying...", it's just that the what
of the saying is reality. Insofar as claims correspond to what people are saying, claims keep on
corresponding to reality, and truth keeps on depending on that subjective correspondence,
even if it is an uninteresting one where, "the cat is on the mat," is true if and only if the cat is on
the mat. For organisms that perceive, communicate, and understand, the subjectively direct
sameness of the two—meaning (not logos) and context—becomes the difficulty of locating
"facts," whether in language or in environments. The correspondence between the meaning of
claims and environments in "everyday experience," and the simple interchangeability between
them, becomes a kind of abstract object that nominalisms want to reject. But if we let that
subjective experience be what it is, we can still allow bio-philosophical analysis to point out less
direct and different pathways "behind the scenes," whether or not it adds anything to our
knowledge about knowledge. In that case, we shouldn't have a problem with this kind of
"correspondence" any more than we have a problem with justification that can be distinct from
explanation. And we shouldn't let the fact that this "ideal" realm swings out from a "real" realm
where subjectivity is engaged in language-games confuse us into thinking that there are no
connections at all. That severance leads to a suspicion of "the world" that becomes
unreacheable, as it was for Hume, or the Kant "awakened" from dogmatic slumber, and also to
some other flavours of antirealism, as though human habit or the structure of mind or language
was responsible for identity and difference and causality. Again, it's as though a hill, not visible
from afar, gets its slope from the pathway that discovers it.
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So we can note at least three sorts of "relations" that get called "correspondence."

There's the subjective correspondence of meanings with assertability conditions. In that sense,
truth is correspondence, but it is rather uninteresting and the conversation would end with
deflationism, except that the meaningfulness of language, and familiarity with assertability
conditions, point to a second possible sense of "correspondence," which is the evolutionary
history of connection between perceptive, communicative organisms and their environments.
In that case, truth is not always identical with the connectedness, as pragmatists point out,
because the truthing life-function of claims can be structure-independent, like flight surfaces
composed of skin in bats and feathers in birds. The connectedness is not best described by
"correspondence," even though justifications do sometimes involve explanations, like, "X saw Y
run the red light, and X is not colour blind," which is like, "Bats can fly, and here's how...."
Finally, there is the correspondence between the "forms" of the first and somewhat
uninteresting set of connections between meanings and assertability conditions, and the
second and preposterously complex set of connections between atoms and utterances. The
earlier Wittgenstein named that correspondence, "logical." I've been suggesting, "regular."
Regularity in environments is a condition of possibility for perception and communication, just
as regularity in word-use is a condition of possibility for understanding and justification. Those
three possible senses of "correspondence" can be replaced with aboutness (wherein
subjectively, language points at its objects, facts that corresponding to facts-of-the-matter),
interactivity (wherein objectively, knowledge and language must arise as tissues that perform
living functions, even if there are spandrel functions, in environments), and regularity (wherein
part of the possibility of speaking and part of the possibility of understanding are the same).
Grant aboutness, tautologously expressed in Aristotle's definition of truth. Grant its
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prerequisite interactivity, descended from Locke through Darwinian-inflected empiricism. Grant
that both are possibilized by regularity. Then, I'll happily give up "correspondence," without
having given up a very solid sort of universe, including language, gripping and gripped by the
truthing life-function of communication; although communication is more than claim-making.

Whenever we assert the bivalence of truth, saying that either such-and-such is the case
or it is not, we accept this formulation of the supposed justification-transcendence of the truth
relation as true only because of other evidence. Justification transcendence and the bivalence
of the truth value of claims is a concept that we defend on the basis of experience. The light is
either on or off. I am either in this room or not, and the house number is either 4523 or it is not.
The argument herein has not been that when claims are intended to be true and judged to be
true that they have arrived at, or are identical to, the way things are, independent of the
experience of communicators, which is constantly being added too. Whatever is can be
unknown, but the truth-relation between claims and environments is not justification
transcendent, since claims can only relate to environments through claim-makers and
appraisers. Oddly, one of the ways in which claims can relate to environments is through the
further claim that a claim must be either true or false, and this second claim is one which
experience commonly justifies. But even though a concept of truth wherein truth depends on
language relating to not-just-linguistic environments allows us to imagine that there might be
"false" beliefs that survive across humanity and history, or true ones that could never be
proven, it is incoherent to both call them "false," as though from a God's eye view, and yet
undiscoverable, or true and yet unprovable. And if we were to say, "discoverofa/e but just never
discovered," or "pros/able but just never proved," that would be like saying that the fitness of
some organism could be better, but just might never need to be. We might be able to imagine
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organisms with all the cerebral capability, speech capability, cultural history, and fine motor
skills of humans, but with the weight-to-strength ratio of Chimpanzees. Since I climb for fun, I
wish I were that strong. But it would be hard to say that this imagined organism is fitter for
human environments, unless we have some change of that environment in mind, just as it
would be hard to say that the imagined vantage point from which a belief could be seen as
false-but-eternally-undiscovered-as-such is one that is in better touch with reality, unless the
vantage point comes about. If the organism is as fit as it needs to be, it is fit. If the belief is
fruitful enough to survive selective pressures, it is fit to reality. If we can imagine what a
"better" point of contact might be, we are merely imagining what it would take for us to believe
differently than we do—for our fitness to need improvement. For example, our sometimes
malfunctioning epiglottises could be replaced by lung plumbing separate from digestive
plumbing. I'd neither choke, nor get cauliflower in my sinuses. But that's just another way of
admitting that our beliefs and other tissues alone don't have the last word, in isolation from
environments, as if isolated in a scheme that is not everywhere permeated by, and
indistinguishable from content.

Language is an interesting game. In the sense that everything we say we say according
to its rules, we might conclude that everything takes its identity and existence from language.
When philosophers talk about language and find themselves using language, confusion can
arise. Such a second-order discussion of meaning, even though recommending itself toward a
relativized understanding of language/meaning, knowledge, and truth, is guilty of objectifying
the speaker and the proposition in the way the discussion sets out to criticize. The speaker and
proposition are ripped from the ecological context in which claim-making is directed toward
that which we later say it is "about," and in which a hearer is thus directed by the act, without
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any "propositions," so named, being necessarily involved. Philosophy easily makes the slide
from just talking about cats on mats to talking about talking about cats on mats. That can be
inevitable, just as I was talking about talking about cats on mats, and then talking about talking
about talking about cats on mats. The temptation that arises when making such second-order
(or third, etc.) descriptions is to think that they are providing some insight as to what language
is doing, and how it does so, that isn't already obvious from the first, "the cat is on the mat."
The argument here, which I believe is more coherent than letting identity and difference
depend on language, even from within a language game, is that the game itself, its learnability,
and its usefulness to non-linguistic life-functions through interaction with regular and learnable
environments, testifies to a continuity between ontos and logos—between organisms that
don't speak and ones that do. The testimony is that knowledge, truth, language, awareness,
thought, reason, consciousness, intentionality, and organic being generally are possibilized by
the ways organisms are in their environments, of which language becomes a part, rather than
that world being created by language, which would then be the whole world. The insight of
coherence theories of truth is that our claims are always made within a system. Since any
theory of truth must always beg one question or another, by employing its notion of truth as it
makes claims about truth, theories of truth rely on their coherence. But a coherent theory of
truth need not be a theory of truth as coherence, coherence and nothing more. Within a
system we can coherently conclude that our claim-making connects with more than claims.
Although not independent of interaction with language, environments do not derive their
identity or existence from language, whose possibility these precede. That is to say, there are
resources within our own language games and conceptual schemes to recognize what
possibilizes them, while remaining within them, because language treads pathways, rather than
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creating enclosures. There are features of our language-worlds that take their queues from, by
existing within, thus saying something of, an extra-linguistic world. Rorty is right that we ought
not to model knowledge on the perception of individuals, as Locke did. Allen is right that
knowledge ought not to be locked up by propositional bias within language-games. But Allen
and Rorty both leave truth within language-games-as-enclosures. Instead, both knowledge and
the truthing function of language as one possible function of knowledge-tissue should be
modeled on the whole collection of perceptivity of a community, and on the evolutionary
history of the neurophysiology of that perceptivity. Knowledge is familiarity; it is tissue; it is
physiological pathways; it is structures of behaviour such as truthing; it is habits of interaction,
evolved and evolving to serve life functions.

Control and Death

The final part of this chapter explores why technology is not always particularly exemplary of
familiarity. Familiarity is tissue whose function is life, and, as an ecological notion of knowledge,
it can be contrasted to the memetically-snowballed growth of control through technology that,
in this accelerated state, undermines life. While knowledge is supposed to be the hallmark of
our species, expressed in sentences and solar panels, familiarity is no less the activity of life
everywhere, and human familiarity is everywhere both enhanced and impoverished by
technology. Knowledge is all the linkage of tissues involved in achieving a life-function;
knowledge can involve brain tissue, hand tissue, and civilization tissue. Technology is tissue,
supposed to be knowledge, that extends human organisms. "Technology," the way I am using
it, includes not just computers or satellites, but wigwams, pyramids, doormats, pantyhose, and
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plastic bottles. I think that such inclusiveness is consistent with the etymological root of the
word (the Greek word techne), even if not with its everyday connotation.

What can be wrong with tissue? It can be malformed, it can be overgrown, it can be
invasive, and it can be self-destructive; it can be unsuited to a changed environment. For
example, technology as a tissue can be like anaphylaxis. Allergic reactions are the result of a
structure that, for its isolated part, performs its function. So cellular attacks on foreign
substances are the basis of immunity, but also the reason a peanut can kill someone. It is a
fallacy (the fallacy of "composition") to expect that what is good at one point in a system will
necessarily be good at other points or good for the whole. Increases in safety technology can
increase accidents because we feel safer. Increased energy-efficiency can increase energy-use
because efficiency tempts us to do more. Free enterprise may be a space in which people can
make a livelihood, but the sum of such economic relations fells forests and decimates fish
populations. Intertwined with free enterprise, technology acts similarly. What grows and is life
and a means to life on one scale, undermines the lives of its creators as it takes on a life of its
own on another scale. Technology can be invasive and colonizing tissue when its fevered
expansion is its mode and its goal. Its goal directedness need not imply a mental life of
intentionality. Technology's expansion is just the function of an economic structure, of which
technology is an important part. As part of its own creatorship, technology is often part of
technologies'reason for being.

The modest dream of having a view to the lake, on a large acreage with a large and
beautiful house to enjoy through life and retirement can become an example of such
expansion. The trees that were cut down so that the lake could be seen are replaced by big
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lawns that need trimmers, mowers and a lawn-tractor, which need gas, parts and tools for
maintaining, Those machines need sheds to be crammed into, pushing spades and rakes out to
rust, those then needing to be replaced. The border gardens that hide the ugly woods need
plants that need fertilizer and weed killer, which requires a sprayer, which requires an ATV to
mount on. The gardens also need water, and the electric pump needs its own generator, and
they both need a shed, and there's still no room anywhere for the snowblower that is required
to clear the gravel driveway, which throws stones that break windows that, along with the
snowblower, eat up the driveway paving budget. So money is saved on oil for the furnace that
heats the large house to 74°F by burning wood, which has to be cut, hauled, split, hauled, piled,
hauled, and piled again before burning. The drive to town burns gas just to buy gas, oil and new
parts for the chainsaws, the hydraulic splitter, the ATV, and the snowmobile. The requisite
workshop is so full of machines, sawdust, garbage, scraps, unfinished projects, spare and
missing parts, triplicate tools, and materials that it cannot be worked in, and since nothing can
be found in it, new tools and hardware get purchased, some of them buried in turn, until the
garage and basement become shops, pushing the stuff stored in them into other spaces,
rendering those spaces full, so that the huge house is still not huge enough. The sum is
cluttered and chaotic instead of simple and serene, and inefficient instead of economical. All
the time-saving devices cost the money earned by the jobs that take up the time in the first
place. "Enjoyment" gives way to stuff. Stuff is self-perpetuating tissue that demands energytime and money—for its maintenance. The system is structured such that its function is
expansion/and expansion is the imperative of its maintenance. Its homeostasis is not stasis at
all. Which tissue serves what life-functions becomes a matter of debate.
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Technology is everywhere taking life to the next level of control over living processes
and of removal from living contexts. It is vaguely conceivable that science/technology could
reach the pinnacle of freeing humanity from its organic context of need. Imagine, without any
other plants or animals on the planet, beingable to take the raw energy of wind and sun and
synthesize the raw elements of minerals and gases into our nutritional needs. Even better if we
could skip the digestive and metabolic functions that strip energy from pyruvate and store it in
adenosine triphosphate, and just hook our bloodstreams up to machines that synthesize the
necessary ingredients and remove the necessary wastes. That way, we would never need to
sweat or urinate, defecate, or even exhale; the machine would do it all. As for the energy and
materials such a bloodstream regulator would need, imagine another machine with paper-thin
solar panels that it would orient to the sun. It would build fuels that could be transported
through a network for storage or even used within the machine itself to maintain its function—
for example, repairing or rebuilding solar panels or their support structures, or building new
ones. Imagine if the machine could use some of that fuel to copy a plan of itself and implant it
in a capsule of energy that could be used by a new proto-machine to build its own solar panels
and subsequently to build itself into a full-sized solar energy capture device. All we would have
to do is extract some of the energy as it is transported or stored. Our bloodstream machines
could integrate themselves with the solar energy capture machines by being controlled by
software responding to sensors that measured levels of various substances in our
bloodstreams, and then instructed other apparatuses to connect the bloodstream-machine
with the solar machines'transport or storage systems.

Could it be that technological increase has a hold on our imaginations such that we do
things often times just because we can or feel we must, rather than because they perform a life
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function that was not already underway? Furthermore, the "just because we can" becomes an
economic "now because we must." But the economic mechanisms of the reproduction of
technological tissue is something to be addressed in the next chapter.

That increasing technology is progress is not a fact to be read off of a single linear
history. For the notion of progress to have the ideological sway that it has, progress cannot
merely be change, it has to be good. For science/technology to be the god it appears to be,
there must be faith in its providence. To answer affirmatively that human technical mastery has
increased is to say nothing of the question of progress in the absence of normative
considerations. Of course, computers are obviously miraculous. The latest software predictably
bogs your latest hardware upgrade. More megapixels means more hard drives for those billions
of pixels. The latest functions of life online tax your latest bandwidth upgrade. The
specialization required for technological increase is supposed to yield occupational freedom.
Being "free" means that we must employ ourselves somehow, since manual labour is reserved
for machines and the uneducated. So we urbanize in order to retire to the country. Let
combines and pesticides feed us, while we build combines and synthesize pesticides; maybe
someday we can afford to eat organically. Medical technology, as progress, should mean that
we are healthier. But health-as-science compartmentalizes health so that health becomes
another set of commodities, conveniently packaged, calorie-counted, and delivered to your
doorstep, at the mere cost of more time spent at a sedentary and unhealthy workplace. A
solution to a false problem that creates a problem another product fixes adds two new markets
for every would-be met need, to make sure those needs are never met. Met need is
homeostasis and no surplus. So blow dryers create a need for revitalizing shampoo, and
overeating creates a need for gyms, and all of it increases the GDP. Technological increase is
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more art and leisure; it is turning trees into paper printed with pictures of the trees left beside
the highway to hide the clear-cut. If we could only go just a bit further down the road, across
the city, over the country, and beyond the Atlantic, there await megapixels of experience
beyond measure. "I love the water," declares the motor boater. The faster it is crossed, the
more it is loved. Technology gives us entertainment; its increase is a larger and larger
centerpiece in the "living" room, a portal through which to watch others pretend to exciting
living in a fancier room. To call all this technological increase "progress," where life cannot be
pointed to as its fruit, is just an aesthetic choice, like saying, "I like coloured, flavoured,
aspartame-riddled, and carbonated water more than plain water." That's fair enough, as
preferences go, all else being equal (aspartame not causing cancer, aluminum can
manufacturing producing benign by-products).

But all else is not equal. The growth and growing of human tissue is an issue of
sustainability, and technology's role in that growth opens its knowledgeableness to question on
the basis of sustainability. For example, there is the question, what are the capital inputs to
tissue and will that tissue retain its value? What are the operating costs of tissue, and can those
costs be sustained—will the resources be there tomorrow? Depleting non-renewable resources
is obviously not a sustainable cost of operation, although it might form an appropriate capital
input to tissue-structures that will endure, given other sources of energy for that tissue's
homeostasis. The barrels of oil that erect wind turbines that heat homes in turn are wiser
expenditures than the barrels of oil that just heat homes, run cars, or make shampoo and
plastic grocery bags, if turbine-tissue pays its energy debt in a matter of months, whereas
warmth in a house is a tissue-function, an ongoing expense, and not tissue itself, an investment.
Sustainability is also a question of output. What are the wastes of a tissue, and how do they
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integrate within a niche? Where those wastes are either out of material cycle by virtue of their
scale with countervailing processes, or where cycles are broken by virtue of the character of
those wastes, the situation is not sustainable.

The evolutionary possibility of animal life has been that animal wastes are the raw
materials of microbial metabolism and photosynthesis. Genetic persistence is won by continual
death and rebirth. Contrarily, in our economy that would do away with seasons if it could, we
want what we build to last, what we plan to succeed, what we plant to grow, and what we reap
to be more than we sow... every time, all the time. To control our environment we use toxic
adhesives, finishes, insulation, and lubricants that are impervious to weather and r o t successfully in the short term—because all are poisonous or indigestible. Instead of letting the
earth take back what belongs to it in its own time, giving the land its fill, when we plan
obsolescence or when our desires move on, we force back into the earth materials
unrecognizable to it, tearing it open and leaving landfills. Some costs of natural disasters are a
human invention, because disasters that from an ecological perspective are renewal, are
destruction from the perspective of abiotic^-even antibiotic—civilization tissue alienated from
its niche by one-sidedly relating to environments as providers. We like white toilette paper,
spotless fruit, green lawns, salted roads, smooth skin, and squeaky dishes. Life should be
sanitary, on time, convenient, fun, and pain-free. So we need climate control, birth control,
mood control, weight control, pest control, weed control, and remote controls. For these we
exchange heavy metals, volatile organic compounds, hormone mimickers, dioxins, greenhouse
gasses, neurotoxins, and solvents with our environments at rates they cannot sustain. Yet we
still want long life, clean air, pure water, and healthy food. Always and everywhere we want to
dictate, secure, and predict the outcomes of "living." In Thoreau's words: "How vigilant we are!
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determined not to live by faith if we can avoid it...."58 The sum of our efforts at technological
control is that human existence on the planet is out of control.

Some of our wastes are truly those of a new sort of tissue, and as such they can only be
the raw materials of that new sort of tissue. McDonough and Brongart have recommended the
"technological nutrient,"59 materials that are designed for continual remanufacturing without
loss of quality. Whether or not this is feasible, I don't know, but our imaginations do well to be
bent with the authors in that direction. Regardless, everything that cannot be recovered by
either technological or biological life/and in turn is so constituted that it tears at the very fabric
of the latter, will be found inadmissible by history if not ourselves first. Notably, both pollution
and the over-extraction of a resource can actually decrease biocapacity, by disassembling
biomasses' complex and interdependent means of production. Meanwhile, technological tissue
occupies biocapacity. "Biocapacity" indicates the maximum amount of tissue that the ecos can
have given the sum total of its (changing) ways of life, where production and consumption are
in dynamic equilibrium. Because it is dynamic, the equilibrium of buildup and breakdown60 in
the ecos at biocapacity means that biocapacity can be overshot on the basis of a resource, until
that resource fails, at which point the population shrinks again until its demand meets supply.
This is the pattern of many predator-prey population relationships. In sapiens case, fossil fuels
continue to buffer our livelihoods from the eco-economic limitations that exist without them.
It's complicated to say exactly what the sustainable biocapacity of Earth is compared to the

Henry David Thoreau, Walden and on the Duty of Civil Disobedience (New York, NY: New American Library,
1999), 7.
William McDonough and Michael Braungart, Cradle to Cradle: Remaking the Way We Make Things (New York,
NY: North Point Press, 2002).
The dynamic equilibrium mentioned here is not to be confused with the more static equilibrium of maximum
entropy.
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current population of sapiens and its ways of life, including its technologies. The World Wildlife
Fund thinks Earth's capacity is well below our population, given our current ways of life.61 That
means that we are playing the equivalent of Jenga62 with resources, consuming resources faster
than they are replaced, a problem compounded by the fact that the particular ways and the
particular wastes of resource-use often destabilize the processes that create them in the first
place. Clear-cutting can lead to desertification, and ocean trawlers wreck the habitats their
catch require; the air exhaled by the lungs of coal-burning power plants isn't useful for the
lungs of animals, but nor is the subsequent acid rain any good for the plants that do ingest CO2.
It is one thing for a non-renewable energy source to be channeled toward a structure that can
channel renewable energy. A hop (Humulus lupulus) rhizome planted in the ground grows
leaves before flowers. In its first season, it flowers little, while it establishes a rootstock where it
stores energy through the winter. Every spring, its first order of business is to climb and grow
leaves. When it has climbed as high as it can find height, it grows even more leaves, and lastly,
flowers. If it grew continually upward on the basis of the energy stored in the rhizome, or just
flowered continually, it would not last the season, let alone return prolifically the next. But that
is the current structure of industrialized cum consumer capitalism, still fueled by coal and oil.
The current livelihood of our civilization is completely dependant on it. Born into cheap energy,
most of our generation has not fully appreciated what is at stake with respect to our growing
energy demands and shrinking energy resource in crude oil, and the problems associated with
coal, abundant and still finite though it might be. Wendell Berry says that, "In speaking of the
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Living Planet Report 2008 (Gland, Switzerland: World Wildlife Fund for Nature, 2008),
http://assets.panda.org/downloads/living_planet_report_2008.pdf.
Jenga is a turn-based game where each player takes a block from the bottom and puts it on top. At every turn
the tower of blocks necessarily becomes less stable. Each player's objective is to position themselves so that the
tower does not fall on them. "Winning" is just accomplished by not being the loser.
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use of energy, we are speaking of an issue of religion."63 But our religion is distorted. Our
misappreciation of energy is, in my view, the single greatest alienation from animalhood that
human culture has achieved, and it is perfectly exemplified by the sinfulness of calories in the
West. My favourite ecological statistic is also deeply economically relevant, and it is mindnumbing. Consider that it takes in excess of ten fossil fuel-derived calories to bring just one
calorie to an American mouth.64 Humanity eats fossil fuel. Of course, most of that goes to its
technological tissue, and it remains contentious whether fossil-fuel-fuelled agribusiness
increases bioproductivity per acre (though without question per-farmer). What is not a
question is that fossil-fuel energy is recruited for civilization-building, and history shows that
the eruption of growth of humanity and especially our carapace of architecture and
infrastructure corresponds to our use of coal and oil, and that without those fuels or some
energy miracle, we will struggle to maintain our carapace let alone grow it. We will probably
also be unable to maintain our fuel-dependant population, depending on the answer to the
question just mentioned about bioproductivity, not to mention the issue of political and
economic stability through drastic change, likely made impossible by those systems' selfperpetuating determinations of what is possible. The biofuel messiah is interesting because
biofuels highlight more clearly the tissue-likeness of transportation, and other fuel-burning
organs of human activity. That biofuels are food is more obvious than that fossil fuels are food
(though they certainly are), because biofuels are grown right before our eyes, in the same fields
as food for stomachs is grown. Seeing cars as organs that require feedingand maintaining like
deer or cows or people makes certain points easier to grasp, like the point that a planet full of
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Berry, The Art of the Commonplace, 279.

I say, "in excess," because this statistic is already old, and my guess is that the ratio has increased. George
Monbiot's research for his book Heat puts the UK's ratio at 11:1 in 2002.
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people with cars, at sustainable biocapacity, cannot fit as many people as a planet full of people
with bicycles, for the same reason that a planet full of people who frequently eat beef cannot
fit as many people who do not. Tissue built and maintained by eating carnivores such as tuna
persist at a higher trophic level than tissue built and maintained by eating herbivores like cows,
which persists in turn at a higher trophic level than tissue built and maintained by eating plants.
As matter goes, the imperative at each trophic level is that one's waste is another's raw
material. As energy goes, each trophic level is parasitic on the ones below; and the lowest level
is parasitic upon the life of stars. The higher the trophic level, the lower the biomass, since it is
supported by the biomass of lower levels. Organisms at higher trophic levels have larger
ecological footprints than those persisting at lower levels. Also, larger organisms have larger
ecological footprints. Biomass decreases at each step upward in trophic level. If herbivores, for
example, are only roughly 10% efficient at converting a food source to biomass which can
become the food source of a higher trophic level, then 90% of a cow's consumption would be
used to maintain its energy-gathering self, and is not passed on to cow-eaters. Another
interesting result of the fact that the ratio of ecological footprint to biomass increases rapidly
with steps in trophic level is how keystone species create handles for ecosystem management.
To regulate the Canadian caribou herds, we regulate wolves and hunters rather than
herbaceous plants. The organisms with the larger ecological footprint, having the most impact,
are like rudders to hulls. Political revolution operates on the same principle, and the cunning
elite will regulate themselves before other forces do. Welfare states are perhaps not benignly
benevolent; an amorphous aristocracy has security as its intention, equality as its pretension. A
new breed of wolf keeps its bloodthirst in just enough check to maintain the trophic levels
below, upon which it depends. Globalization just demonstrates that states can be like
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organisms that occupy a niche. These are just ecological observations; the simple ecological fact
of the matter is that there is less room for other life on a planet where every sapiens is a
massive organism with a car-organ and a house-organ full of all manner of adipose tissue.
That's just the way the world works.

The issue of human ecological footprint in relation to biocapacity, and how modes of
human livelihood, its tissues and their trophic levels, both dictate footprint and influence
biocapacity, leads us to ask another question about technology's role within those livelihoods.
It's easy enough to say that unsustainable overactivity that both oversteps and decreases
biocapacity is bad behaviour on the part of tissue when it threatens its own means to life. Such
tissue often dies for its sins. But the comparison of technology with anaphylaxis affords one
more point. If peanut allergies were genetic, if peanuts were an important food source for a
community of humans, and if anaphylaxis was not treatable, one would expect Darwinian
natural selection to decrease incidents of peanut allergy in that community. However, it is a
feature of our cultures that peanut encounters by those with allergies to peanuts are both
preventable and treatable. Likewise, it may turn out that some of our technological tissues'
destructiveness and would-be unsustainability can be cured. The project of control embodied in
technology might, in principle, be controllable, even if it is now clearly out of control. But the
easiest route to control is via domination. It might be that as oil burns low and deforestation,
soil degradation, desertification, climactic calamities, and clean water scarcity make food and
fuel hard to come by, such declines do not dethrone the powerful. We may remain organized,
push the right paper and the right buttons and avail ourselves of what resources remain, and
find alternate fuels for cars and yachts. It may be that we can keep enough of the right kind of
slaves to do what manual labour remains, so that we can continue in paper-pushing and the
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advancement of the course of technical and scientific mastery of the universe. Or perhaps, in
the course of time, the slave class might become entirely superfluous. "Wealthy" life might
become completely automated—the earth subdued into one great human-serving spaceship, in
the full-fledged prophecy of popular science. But these are the dreams of glossy magazine
advertising. Whoever else's they might be, they are not mine. Weber points out that "natural
science gives us an answer to the question of what we must do if we wish to master life
technically. It leaves quite aside, or assumes for its purposes, whether we should and do wish to
master life technically and whether it ultimately makes sense to do so."65

The question, though not simple, is simply put. What kind of organisms do we want to
be? By far the most adaptable organisms on the planet are small. The larger an organism's
ecological footprint, the harder its foot is to lift, the more it is stuck in and completely
dependant on its niche and the particulars of its specialization in that niche. Part of what is at
issue is the locus of personhood and will. The anecdote about the house with a view was meant
to suggest how Homo sapiens Joneses fills its niche with enlarged and specialized technological
organs like cars and home theatres. In some cases, the added tissue, as life itself, is its own
raison d'etre. The maintenance of the enlarged tissues in Homo sapiens Joneses is demanding,
and the more tissue that must be maintained, the more weight it bears in relation to the usual
legs and arms, stomach, heart, lungs, and brain. Personhood either gets squeezed down, or
defined equally by the new tissue. At the extreme, technology's idolatry is like an organism
allowing its appendix to be its raison d'etre. That's not necessarily a criticism. People do like to
keep their limbs and their eyesight, so why not their appendices? Many people might be happy
to have their personhood intertwined with all the book-tissues in their libraries, the clothes65

Max Weber, "Science as a Vocation," in From Max Weber: Essays in Sociology, 1958,129-156.
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tissues in their wardrobes, or the electronic tissues that extend their consciousnesses on-line.
But one of the lies we have told, and believed, is that our choices of cars, clothes, cosmetics,
colours, gadgets and accessories enable us to "express ourselves." When technologies become
the tissue of our mode of expression, do we impede our genetically-given voices? As
technologies become the tissues that mediate our interactions, do we risk numbing our
genetically-given touch? When technologies become a way to identify and judge one another,
do we forego our genetically-given sight and ability to listen? When technologies become
tissues that secure our livelihoods, we "upgrade" our skills and adapt, at the expense of other
skills and adaptability. As definitions of our sense of beauty, can't technologies deny us our
genetically-given taste? When technologies become our goals, do we stifle our imaginations?
Another of our lies has been that our possessions will free us from work, from boredom, from
geographic restrictions. But with new freedoms come new limitations, whereas with the
acceptance of limitations comes new freedom. Speaking of that "seemingly wealthy, but most
terribly impoverished class of all," Thoreau says they "have accumulated dross, but know not
how to use it, or get rid of it, and thus have forged their own golden or silver fetters." 66 It is a
genuine question whether we work for our possessions or they for us. We become dependant
upon technologies for both work and play, having lost skill and imagination. The anecdote
about the house with the view was also meant to suggest how an organism's tissue comes to
define that organism, and thus also reproduce itself. Technology that gets taken up unto
controlling life is itself controlling life. Tissue is life, of whatever sort, and the means to that life.

The alternative is to treat some tissue, like inflamed appendices, as peripheral to
personhood. Where it threatens life, it gets cut out. So what gets cut out? "Developed" nations
Thoreau, Walden and on the Duty of Civil Disobedience, 12.
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are said to have lower birthrates. Yet 1.3 Canadian minivan babies will grow to have an
ecological footprint equivalent to that of 18.46 Afghans,67 who want to be like the 1.3, or so
we're told. So there is a mass of other tissue, life and mode of life, not being accounted for
when "development" is touted as the solution to overpopulation. The issue of overpopulation is
actually the issue of overproduction and overconsumption—overactivity. "Development''is
manifestly not the solution to overactivity, as long as "development" oversimplistically means
the increased activity that comes with being a larger, more "developed" organism. On the other
hand, it can be difficult to imagine development any differently. When we talk about reducing
activity, who can legitimately say to whom what to cut out? Just because it can be anaphylactic,
immune responses are obviously desirable, and each technology likewise has its defense. A
close friend of mine, Daniel Neufeld, is an engineering doctoral student. Dan has pointed out to
me that it is the unique history and particulars of our civilization, despite that civilization's
obvious unsustainability, that have allowed us the scientific knowledge that we have. Dan,
having come from a religious background like mine, has personally lived a microcosm of
enlightenment and the death of God, and has felt liberated from the dangerous and backward
superstitions that would encourage him to believe his mother died of cancer because he lacked
faith. He pointed out that, depending on the details of the possible decline of our civilization (if
it was sudden and steep enough), the current scientific models of understanding might well be
the pinnacle of human achievement, without oil or fusion or enough wind turbines to fuel a
complexly technological livelihood of specialization enabling exploration and experimentation.
Dan imagines the current canon of scientific textbooks forming a new Bible, and, in turn>

In their Living Planet Report 2008, The World Wildlife Fund places the average Canadian's ecological footprint at
7.1 global hectares, compared to the 0.5 global hectares footprint of the average person in Afghanistan (one of the
lowest in the world).
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leading to new dogmas and superstition, about say, quantum theory. To him, this is a grim
prospect. I, on the other hand, don't see a necessary connection between human thought
never taking the science we now know beyond itself, andthe decline of human culture into a
dark age. My guess is that people, as long as they can be recognized as such, will always have
the possibility of propping themselves up against one another and seeking to control one
another; that is one way of living. My guess is also that people will always have the possibility of
considering their knowledge complete and final, or ready unto exploration and discovery.
Familiarity does not lend itself easily to completeness or finality, and neither does it lend itself
to a picture of progress as linear. Just the other day I discovered a mossy cedar fencerow
running through a grove of black cherries and old apple trees, long since hidden away by the
woods grown up around it. Try telling me that was not a great discovery. All of what I owe to
the particulars of this civilization, my education, my way of life, the modes of production
around me, the art and literature I've digested—all of why I appreciated mossy cedar
fencerows—none can easily say. It's probably everything except a pile of deoxyribonucleic
acids, and probably even some of those, somehow. So, personally, I am compelled by the
notion of goodness, which is relative to my own life, to call asthma medication "good," since it
might have been integral to my survival as a child. But as long as I can imagine a world in which
there could be asthma medication in a different and sustainable mode of human life, I don't
owe any affirmation to the whole set of particulars of, for example, Canadian life. Additionally,
my same livelihood and biological being, products of their environment as they are> are the
source of my sense of goodness, and that sense is such that I am compelled to find the image of
a world of a privileged few treating the Earth as their spaceship, or even garden if they could
manage it sustainably, morally repugnant.
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My concern arises acutely when, looking through a glossy design and architecture

magazine like Canada's own Azure, whose gospel is the eco-chic, every word of hope for a
green but luxurious future is written with ink squeezed from dollar bills. Despite the noble
intentions of occasionally featuring a green housing project, the message, over and over, is that
greener is more money, more technology, more design, more development. Especially
disturbing with respect to climate change, media consensus seems to be that by burning fuel
more efficiently to power more efficient devices—incepted, invented, marketed and built by
somebody somewhere, who surely knows what they're doing—we shall all be able to buy our
way into greener lives and live otherwise uninterruptedly ever after in homes, jobs, schools,
diets, and leisure activities much like the ones we have now, but sexier. That idea obviously
sells more magazines and hybrids, and it buys more votes. But as long as we have not rethought
what sorts of organisms we want to be, I am left to wonder just who such a green future
includes.

It is much easier to make a critique of tissue on the basis of sustainability, because,
unlike questions about what kinds of organisms we want to be, it is not a matter of preference.
Unsustainable modes of living are self-contradictory, like a societal murder-suicide pact.
Unsustainability can just be pointed out for the bald-faced foolishness that it is. But the
question of what sort of organisms "we" want to be, having so much to do with preference, is
more difficult to give normative weight. Consensus just isn't always there to be appealed to.
The issue is the age-old one about so-called "quality" of life. I say, "so-called" because "quality"
sounds normative, as if modes of life or steel-frame construction could be right or wrong,
better or worse, in themselves, apart from how they dwell in relation to an environment
wherein the goal of each part is to persist, and the persistence of the whole depends upon the
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dynamically balanced interchange of material. The discussion becomes normative insofar as
there is reason to prefer a planet full of plants and animals, including sapiens, over one full of
solar panels performing hydrolysis to fuel cars driven by a race of scientists. In varying degrees,
perhaps, we could have some Of both. Aufin, it might be just a preference. But, for those who
take democracy seriously, the biocapaeity that optimizes personhood might be the preference
of the majority. Df course, dreams of democracy often fall prey to the same old fallacy of
composition, supposing that the democratic total will is representative of individual wills. My
two playful pet ferrets often wrestle right off the bed, hitting down hard, so that the result of
their fun is not fun at all. Likewise, the interaction of self-seeking individuals does not
guarantee a self-caring corpus. A similar problem of composition occurs in even democratic
decision-making. The majority that forms does not necessarily set a direction that includes the
well-being of everyone, and worse yet, it may be that such inclusion is impossible. I don't know.
So in asking, what kind of organisms "we" want to be, I'm not altogether ignoring the issue of
finding or creating solidarity, it is difficult to find a "we" powerful enough to drive change, and
even when a "we" is accomplished, our power is legitimate only ever in our own eyes; to
whomever else it is legitimate, we are joined already. There remains the danger that the
dominant preference for who gets included in what sort of sustainable future might turn out
against the best wishes of any given individual sensitive to justice; a powerful "we" might find
that our livelihoods, intentionally or as an aggregated result, relegate Africa, South America,
Eastern Europe, Asia, and the Middle East to hell. "We" might also lose struggles for influence
and affluence, and get sent to hell ourselves.

However, even if preferences about what sort of organisms "we" want to be have
fundamentally subjective elements, what remains as objective as can be is that self-defeating
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tissue is bad tissue. The moral part, still as objective as can be, is just that we all owe
sustainability to the communities in which our lives and goodness arise and have their being.
We were all—and here I'm ready to universalize among all those who have been caringly
parented somehow—born to owe it. There is no other foundation necessary. No matter how
rough the wrestling gets, there are two things my ferrets invariably agree on: any time is a good
time for a cookie, and a hidden, cozy, soft place makes a good napping place for as many ferrets
as can pile in. Perhaps our openness to including others in a sustainable future, winning others
to a "we" not just ideologically, but resourcefully, can justify solidarity. But I can no more than
hint at what other thinkers68 have spent more thought-energy on. My purpose is to elucidate
the biological context of human life, indicate the tissue-likeness of technology, and suggest how
questions about the goodness of technology, as questions about life-givingness, ought to
remain wide open. Technology is not necessarily knowledge; it is tissue, but not always good
tissue. Furthermore, in contrast to the notion of technology as a representation of the linear
progress of knowledge, familiarity, or knowledge-as-tissue, can be seen as having a capacity.
Familiarity grows to a limit based on a total form of life, because, like all tissue, familiarity must
be maintained, and its maintenance requires energy. As humanity has grown and become
specialized, our knowledge, even our familiarity; appears to have grown. But for the whole, no
less than for individuals, when growth stops, every new familiarity is bought by new
forgetfulness. Philosophy pushes aside thoughts of farming, and vice versa. As a volleyball
player, having practiced diving on my stomach, I could never tend a football goal very well,

I'm thinking particularly here of Lambert Zuidervaart, whose analyses of, and visions for, society are based on
the principles of justice, solidarity, and resourcefulness. While I keep these in mind, they tend to blend into one
another from the vastly-zoomed out vantage-point that I have endeavored to take on sapiens as a species. It is
philosophers like Zuidervaart that are better able to make policy-recommendations, given the way that such more
detail-oriented understanding of these principles can get worked up into their appropriate manifestations in
societal structures.
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since those goalies must dive sideways to catch the ball. When we become organisms with cartissue, we are no longer the organisms we used to be, and that is loss as well as gain; old
limitation is traded for new freedom, but, equally, old freedom is traded for new limitation.

Even though "no universal history leads from savagery to humanitarianism,"69 it is
conceivable that the universal history that does lead "from the slingshot to the megaton bomb"
would see us upgrade ourselves to bionic copies of what millions of years of life have struggled
for. The question posed by the example of the solar capture device, which I've seen enthrall
people up until the last moment, is why? After all, the person enthralled by the above account
of the solar-capture device capsule, when it turns out to be a potato, would feel duped. So why
do we dupe ourselves with so many applications of technology that offer hollow promises of
more life, or better? The answer lies in the structure of an economic mode wherein surplus is
the expectation of economic exchanges, and wherein total surplus has so far seemed possible,
given a special feature of the economic structure's ecological context. To that structure, special
feature, and the possibility of surplus we now turn.

Theodor W. Adorno, Negative Dialectics, trans. E.B. Ashton (New York, NY: The Seabury Press, 1973), 320.

GHAPTER 3

That humans live from nature means that nature is humanity's body with which it
must maintain a constant interchange so as not to die. That humanity's physical
and intellectual life depends on nature merely means that nature depends on
itself, for humanity is part of nature.
While alienated labour alienates nature from humanity, and humanity from
itself, its functions and vital activities, such labour also alienates the species from
humanity; it turns humanity's species-life into a means towards the labourer's
individual life. ~ Karl Marx (my paraphrase)70

The pursuit of control through science/technology does not stand alone, its progress pays for
and is bought by an economy where security lies only in growth. Capitalism is the behaviour of
life everywhere; it is the behaviour that channels energy and material into its own
maintenance, and grows by the surplus. Add to capitalistic behaviour private property and free
enterprise, and the result is what I'll short-handedly call a "rights market." Then, where the
subsequent social injustice of unequal opportunity invents consumerism to placate itself, there

Marx and McLellan, Karl Marx: Selected Writings, 81-82.
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arises consumer capitalism, which given industrialized modes of production, makes
overconsumption, a cause and effect of overproduction, the mechanism and the goal of the
whole overactive apparatus. Two memetic developments—rights markets and
industrialization—collide with genetic need to create a growth-only economy of overactivity
whose possibility is cultural and whose mitigation ought to be cultural (the natural solution
being possibly apocalyptical).

The rights market's unimaginative negative philosophical defense in the face of
questions of justice, fairness, and sustainability has been that nothing structures an economy
better. Its positive philosophical defense has been that personality and need are actualized in
recognized possession, property, which is the completion of the human being as a needing
organism and creating agent. What is thought to be at stake is the twofold mixing of a right to
personal agency in, and also a right to security in the fruits of, productive activity. It is variously
argued, from Locke to Hegel, that for the sake of these, their rightful personality and need,
people must be allowed the freedom to dispose of property as they will, to the exclusion of
others. It stands to re-examine what the rightfulness of these rights consist in, and
subsequently to examine what relationships these two general rights have to privacy—the
pretence that our livelihood depends on only our "own" labour. "Economics," which can be just
market-talk, often pretends that economic life does not depend at every moment on the whole
ecos and the character of the activities into which we channel energy within it. The result is that
responsibilities, especially environmental ones, are "market externalities" in a rights market,
and thus easily remain external to market-talk, which just self-satisfyingly describes the game it
has invented. Like the science/technology whose goal is control, the goal of security through
private property and free enterprise can be criticized on its own terms. The decay that always
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tempers growth in the ecos at sustainable biocapacity is waylaid by a buffer—the reserve of
energy in fossil fuels—that might temporarily allow us to exceed those limits, making
sustainability look like a choice. But if inevitable death is shirked here and now, it is made
certain elsewhere or when. In the industrialized mode, where surplus is growth after
homeostasis, growth enters a new key. With industrialized modes of production, the scale of
human impact on the ecos threatens the biotic context in which property and enterprise first
seek to make sense. When practices, for the namesake of security, threaten the very conditions
of possibility of that which security would secure, the practices contradict themselves. We can
perhaps forgive Locke, when seen in his context, for thinking that "there was never the less left
for others because of [a person's] inclosure for [that person's self]." 71 When rights and
freedoms are upheld without duties and limitations, they are neither right nor freeing. Rights
are treated politico-constitutionally as belonging originally to individuals, as though belonging
among a community was not first the condition for the creation of a constitution, and as though
responsibility one to another was not first the condition of such belonging, before ever it was
made law. So Locke's particular defense of the right to exclude is no longer tenable. Economic
agency, markets, and the role of government must be conceived so that the particular each and
the universal every person belongs in a sustainable system of production and satisfaction that
still does justice to personality as it looks after needs. Belonging and sustainability are
necessary for the present sake of those who are now excluded, whose life is barely
homeostasis, and for the future sake of all who would be fulfilled, whose lives are already
endangered by the barrens we are building.

John Locke, in Crawford Brough Macpherson, Property: Mainstream and Critical Positions (Toronto, ON:
University of Toronto Press, 1978), 20.
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To make these arguments, I'll explore the possibility of surplus value and the notion of
wealth in the first section. In the second section, I'll expose the one-sidedness of the notions of
privacy, rights, and freedoms as they are enacted in rights markets. Mere bete competition,
politicized, is not fit for political animals whose culturally-generated power has increased
disproportionately to its culturally-mandated responsibility. The cooperation that creates rights
and freedoms in a nation unified under a constitution that is devoid of responsibility must turn
itself cooperatively toward constitutional responsibility, for the sake of those same rights and
freedoms. In the last section, I'll recommend the concept of belonging as one which marries
personality and need, and competition and cooperation, in order that a conceptual critique of
private property and free enterprise be not merely negative, and in the hopes that with a
renewed understanding of the ecological nature of wealth, our imaginations can be released
from the presumed choice72 of industrialized consumer capitalism and insatiable growth as the
lesser of two evils, with Stalin's totalitarian "socialism" in the balance.

Wealth and Life

A labour theory of value like Karl Marx's risks missing a critical aspect of wealth-production,
unless that aspect is carefully highlighted. It is my intention to so highlight it. Marx sought to
explain the widening gap between rich and poor, owners and labourers, in the industrialized
capitalist economies of his day through the idea ofsurplus value.73 He argued that the average

Michael Albert and Robin Hahnel, in their book, Looking Forward: Participatory Economics For The Twenty First
Century, do a good job of attacking this presumption. They make its repudiation the foremost task of their
prologue. The participatory economy they go on to imagine remains deeply democratic. Critical engagement with
the details of their well-developed system is beyond my present scope, but it is worth noting that the concerns I
hope to be contributing to on a theoretical level are being addressed by others on a practical level.
73

See the section entitled, "The Production of Surplus Value," in Karl Marx, Karl Marx: Selected Writing, David
Mclellan, ed., (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1977), 455-470.
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labour time necessary to produce a commodity, in a given social and technological context, is
the only measure of the exchange-value of that commodity. With money, and the subsequent
sale of labour by the owners of labour to the owners of the fields of labour, labour itself must
have an exchange-value placed on it. It appears to follow that the exchange-value of labour is
the labour required to produce it, since (socially necessary) labour time is the measure of
exchange-value. In any context where a whole day's work may be fuelled by the produce of
only half a day's labouring for subsistence, there is a surplus. But the surplus is first of all an
energy surplus; it is due to the efficiency of life tissues at harvesting energy—the mode of
production's ability to channel more energy than is necessary to maintain those channels and
acquire energy. So surplus energy is the ultimate source of surplus exchange-value.

Now, if we can measure the exchange-value of labour in labour time, then the
exchange-value of a commodity is not just the labour time put directly into it, but the labour
time compounded in producing the productive labour. In the simplest case, a person might
work for a day in order to subsist for two. On the second day, let that person, via subsistence
supplied by the previous day's labour, produce some commodity (from scratch, for simplicity).
That product compounds two days of human labour; two day's human labour having
necessarily been expended in its production. Or let the labour be divided among two people.
One labours all day to supply them both with subsistence, while the other produces some
lumber to which they have equal share. The product remains that of two day's human labour,
and each share is the result of one day. So the exchange-value of a day's human labour ought to
be /tse//(since labour can overcome the resistance to acquisition of something desirable, and
thus be a source of exchange-value), plus the human labour time required to produce that
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labour, which also compounds the human labour time required to produce that labour, and so
on. In the simple example above, the subsistence is self-contained. Alternatively, we can
conceive of the compounded human labour extending backward in time, whereby the
exchange-value of a day of human labour equals itself, plus V2 day, plus XU day (to provide for
the V2), plus Vs day/and so on, ad infinitum, and the compounded exchange-value approaches
infinitely close to two days. So the capitalists who declare that they will measure to the
labourer only the human labour cost of producing human labour and not also the exchangevalue produced by it, do so merely by fiat. The calculation is not a result of the logic that
measures exchange-value by human labour time, as Marx derives it, but a distortion of that
logic. The exchange-value-creating aspect of that second day of human labour, the existence of
which is compensated, but the outworking of which is not, is lost to such a labourer. So the
capitalist lays claim not primarily to the surplus exchange-value, but to the surplus labour that
gives rise to it, whose possibility is the organic efficiency of extracting more energy within a
niche than is expended in the extraction—an energy surplus. Assuming the capitalist's
ownership of the means of production, Marx's account shows only that capitalists lay claim to
the surplus. It is not an explanation of the existence of that productive activity. The situation in
which the output of labour is to be greater than the input, is one needing further exploration,
at which point the "ownership of the means of production" will be exposed as not simply the
property owner's or money lender's.

If a person goes onto a sandbar, and builds a levy against the rising tide, though such
labour may occupy a whole day, or break that person's back, it will be worthless. Labour is not
sufficient to produce exchange-value. Desirability (what Marx calls "use-value") is a feature of
that which has exchange-value, though not everything desirable, like air, has exchange-value,
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so long as it is easily acquired by anyone. So, furthermore, resistance to acquisition is a
necessary feature of that which has value for exchange. But it does not follow that human
labour is all that may overcome such resistance. My father-in-law once drove home from work,
having finished and been compensated for his labour. Ahead of him on the road, another car
struck a wild turkey, killed it, and kept driving. Why shouldn't its good meat have the same
exchange-value per pound as one raised by human labour? So human labour is not even always
necessary to generate exchange-value. Labouris but one possible component of the
components that make for exchange-value. The resistance to acquisition of what is desirable
maybe overcome by energy channels other than human labour, or added to labour. When
labour is perceived as energy put to work, it is clear that human labour, mixed with other
forces, may engage in productive activity whose output exceeds the input required for the
human portion of the labour. This is precisely what we see in industrialized modes of
production, fuelled by energy reserved in the hydrocarbon bonds of wood, beeswax, coal, oil,
and natural gas. However, the case can never be that the output of the whole activity exceeds
the input to the whole activity. Just as the sun's energy fuels the recombination of CO2 and H2O
into a form of energy stored in the higher complexity of hydrocarbons, the building blocks of
life, so the catabolism of these fuels, by cell and combustion engine alike, may divert part of the
energy released into new complexity-building activity, such as human life and all its organs and
limbs, to the inclusion of civilizations' productive structures. This complexity is the wealth of
nations, and of the Earth—living complexity that channels energy into its maintenance and
growth. Organisms, with their whole carapace of organs and limbs, social structures and
technological tools, can be productive capital—energy channels. As such, nothing guarantees
the "unnaturalness" of civilization. Even the cement carapaces of cities have their source and
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an analogy in the cities of calcium carbonate built by coral, or the carapaces of plankton, algae,
mollusks, and crustaceans, left behind to be sedimented into mineral deposits used to make
cement. That labour can play a part in overcoming resistance and acquire what is desirable, and
so generate exchange-value, is a microcosmic aspect of the whole situation in which energy is
channeled into wealth-production. Considering the history of wealth as involving-not simply .
labour, but energy in the largest sense, yields a definition of wealth as organic systems. Wealth
is life and the means to life; wealth is tissue. Wealth is life's complexity self-perpetuated

:

through its self-declared desirability and its active overcoming of what resists it, a tendency to
chaos. The complexity of life is struggled for, constantly won in growing, reproductive life, and
lost in waste heat, decay, and death... and won again, even out of decay. If wealth implies
abundance, that leads circularly back to the tissue-likeness of wealth, insofar as abundance
takes its sense from life and living. Abundance, as a description of wealth, does not imply
quantity alone (hydrogen is the most abundant element in the universe), but that which has the
quality of enjoyment, implying, once more, life. Tautologously, we can say that life is already an
abundance, so long as it is enjoyed and preferred and pursued over not living. The alternative is
exemplified throughout the universe, where the energy released by decaying stars cascades
without detour toward maximum entropy. But a detour—life—channels energy into its own
maintenance. As far as quantity is concerned, it is the reproductive disposition and now
conceptual proposition of living things that the greatest abundance is maximum sustainable
biocapacity; life colonizes deadness wherever it can. Life is abundance; wealth is tissue; tissue is
life and the means to life. Indeed, wealth implies abundance, first qualitatively as living
complexity against chaos, then quantitatively as the most possible life. When we understand
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wealth-production as involving more than human labour, we begin to see the inseparability of
the economic and the ecological.

The "secret" to surplus labour, and subsequently to wealth, is the entire previous store
of wealth in life channeling (mostly) light energy from the Sun, whose energy comes to be
embodied in the structural complexity of life and channeled by life into constructive and
reconstructive work. To leaf, a seedling draws upon a store of energy from its parent. Having
begun photosynthesis, the hydrocarbons synthesized then fuel not merely the homeostasis of
the seedling's current tissue, but also its growth, and subsequent reproductive activity, which
are surplus, for a time, though neither individual life nor growth are endless. The
thermodynamic law of conservation observes that matter and energy are not created or
destroyed, but transformed and translated. But in energy cycles like those of stars, energy
appears free for the using, because the cycle extends beyond comprehensible time. Indeed, life
is a momentary delay in the decay of stars. As matter and energy proceed to maximum
entropy, life resists, channeling energy toward the reorganization of matter into complex
energy-channeling structures, oriented from top to bottom toward their own maintenance,
and, as far as possible, growth, and, miraculously, reproduction. So life is parasitical upon a flow
of energy that otherwise ignores it. That should be lesson one of macro-economics. But the
latter relegates itself to modeling the relationships between interest rates and inflation,
effectively saying, with blinders, "this is how we count money." Anyway, it is the mode of life
everywhere to extract more energy from its environment than is required for its being as it
already is. Organisms are capitalists who manage the means of production: their bodies in a
niche. An organism must take enough to sustain itself as taker, but it also grows and
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reproduces, providing surplus to the development of its progeny. So labour everywhere
overcomes some resistance to acquire that which is desirable to its form of life, and while it is
growing or giving way to the next generation, life's labour generates a surplus. Life itself is the
possibility of surplus, and surplus is the possibility of life's increase.74 Surplus is the result of the
organism's efficiency in gathering energy from an energy-rich environment. The possibility of
surplus is proportional to the supply of the energy—its abundance and availability for
acquisition. If plants and phytoplankton covered the planet, so that no photon went
uncaptured, all surplus for the individual would be won at the cost of death for another
individual, so that the form of the whole ecos as an organism would be one of homeostasis.
Biocapacity is the fact that, to resist complete entropy (by cooperating with it, rebuilding what
it tears down), life requires energy, alongside the fact that only so many photons hit the planet
(and, not to forget our bacteria friends living at ocean vents, the Earth cools at a particular
rate). At biocapacity, though individuals grow into the space left by the death of others, the
ecos persists (dynamically) at a total homeostasis where the light energy hitting the planet
equals the light and heat energy radiating from it, and where, without a change in forms of life
availing itself of the outbound stream of energy and subsequently expanding the loop that life
represents in the flow of energy from stars to black holes, there is no total surplus. Growth, on
the way back to biocapacity, is made possible by past death. Growth, reaching beyond
biocapacity, guarantees future death.

This is circular, of course. But life's self-referential being, its self-fulfilling purpose, and thus its ontological selfcontainment against inorganic matter is precisely the greatest problem of explaining, in inorganic terms, the
genesis of self-perpetuating life from inorganic matter. At issue is not so much that life's most basic structures
might be irreducibly complex, as advocates of Intelligent Design suggest, but that the basic orientation of living is
irreducibly self-identical, even if somehow accidental.
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How can growth reach beyond biocapacity? The following illustration suggests how, in a

stream of energy, the rate of flow at a point that is buffered (like for organisms at higher
trophic levels) can fluctuate, even though the net rate of flow is constant over time, or very
nearly so, for our purposes, in the case of the Sun. Imagine a stream of water, whose flow rate
is z GPH (gallons per hour) at both points A and B, and whose maximum flow capacity is 2z GPH.
The flow rate at point A is constant through time. The stream is dammed between points A and
B at 0000 hrs so that its flow rate remains z GPH at point A, but 0.5z GPH at point B. At 0600
hrs, the damn bursts, so that the flow rate reaches maximum flow capacity of 2z GPH at point
B. Graph the flow rate at point B. Until 0000 hrs, the flow rate at point B is z GPH. From 0000 to
0600 hrs, it is 0.5z GPH. From 0600 to 0900 hrs, it is 2z GPH, and after 0900 hrs, it returns to z
GPH. Momentary biocapacity depends on the flow of energy and the form of life—life's
efficiency in using energy to gather energy, maintain itself, grow, and reproduce. So biocapacity
is dynamic. However, if a rate of flow of energy fluctuates around a mean, like rate of solar
decay, then biocapacity over time is a ceiling for any given total form of life. When that ceiling is
overshot on the basis of a temporary flux in energy, usually food source, then the overshoot is
already guaranteed to be temporary. Imagine a stream with a reservoir that irrigates a field. In
the spring/a farmer plants 10 weight out of 100 weight of a seed/food supply, saving the rest as
food until the harvest. Halfway through the season, a pest destroys half the crop. So the
irrigation reservoir begins to fill where before its outflow had matched its inflow. The farmer,
seeing the reservoir brimming, thinks, "I ought to replant what I lost, and the whole crop once
more over, since I seem to have the water for it." So the farmer plants 15 more weight out of
the remaining 90 less what had been eaten, leaving 75 weight, less what had been eaten. The
farmer has sacrificed an energy source to build tissue that will not be maintainable. The
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overpopulated field is doomed either to kill the plants beyond those which the supply can fully
water, or to give them all an inadequate watering.

The existence of energy reserves in the form of both life and fossil fuels just means that
at some points in history, the Earth and life on Earth have been absorbing more energy than
they radiate. In the case of fossil fuels, organic matter buried in geological reservoirs was lost as
a food source to organisms of the time, whose extinction was thus ensured or whose existence
was thus precluded. It is now a food source, if not to human bodies in the strictest sense, to
human life in the sense inclusive of all those tissues which make up human livelihood. Where
the supply of energy allows, where there is room for growth, the existence of any form of life is
due to the fact that its labour can be efficient beyond homeostasis, gathering energy to fuel
growth and reproduction. Where the supply of energy is completely spoken for, those no
longer capable of gathering it die, bequeathing both capital and market share (tissue and niche)
as life gives way to other lives. But if individual labour begets surplus, given a form of life that
drinks efficiently from a stream of energy and a cycle of nutrients, then there is no total surplus
at biocapacity. At biocapacity, the growth of the human species has been accomplished by our
tissue replacing that of other species.

In addition to the point just made about surplus and biocapacity, two more points
should be added. First, consumers (animals) depend on producers (plants and algae)—cellular
respiration depends on photosynthesis—or, in our bionic race of humans imagined in Chapter
2, upon tissues other than those we now consider our flesh to make energy available to them.
Second, no capitalist (no organism), fully "owns" the means to production, in any sense of
"ownership." The means to production are both the organism's body, and its entire niche; both
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are revocable. But in the human case, personal ownership of one's body is often no longer
legally revocable; the ownership is not a matter of effective capacity but now supposedly of
birth right. So if another human capitalist uses labour at the cost of merely maintaining that
labour so that the labourer has no share in the surplus generated by the productive capacity of
that labourer's body, then the capitalist claims ownership of the means of production, now
visibly including the labourer's body. Such a case, if it exists, is a thinly-guised form of slavery,
where the worker's life is maintained, but stunted, and formed by another to the task that
other reaps the full benefit of. The social sustainability of such a situation comes to be bought
at the cost of ecological sustainability. When to the full surplus of the over-organism surplus in
the form of consumption is added to the lower human producers, over-consumption relegates
slavery to the lowest producers—forests, crops, cattle, fowl and fish. To my mind, the same
concerns about slavery logically extend to that situation in proportion as our ability to
egomorphize passes through the human communities to which we owe our lives and becomes
an ability to anthropomorphize the other creaturely communities to which we owe our lives.
The value of rain forests is not merely in their holding the possibility of some undiscovered
cures to human diseases; even if all but the latter value is an externality to rights markets. Even
if other values became internal to a rights and responsibilities market, where all life has the
economic status of belonging, still the eco-economic value of other species needn't be
measurable or specific/any more than the socio-economic value of my neighbour needs to be.
To kill my neighbour is murder, in principle, because my life depends upon the ordered .
cooperation of a community of humans. Murder is self-contradictory. To spend more than one
earns is self-defeating. To extinguish life, to break down without rebuilding, is self-destructive,
because human life depends upon the dynamic stability of an interlocking community of
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organisms. Labour theories of exchange-value risk misconstruing wealth as the product of
purely human undertaking, as though human labour operated in a vacuum upon inert
materials, what Marx calls "inorganic nature."75 Means of production, including body (tissue)
and niche, includes other creatures whereby life is lived at higher trophic levels through other
lives, and through those lives to the lowest photosynthesizing level.

So far, I have argued for biotic bases to the economic concept of wealth. I have said that
surplus value is a result of surplus energy, implying that value, too, has an ecological basis. So
what of exchange-value? It derives from the relationship between labour and the means of
production, when these are conceived of as private property disposable in free enterprise.
Marx argued76 that when the products of labour are produced for the purpose of exchange,
when a product's desirability to the producer consists solely in its desirability to others, or, in
Marx's terms, when it's use-value is its exchange-value, thus, when it is a commodity, then the
activity of production is a process of externalization, and ultimately, alienation. The result is
that labour, as an alienating activity, is itself alien to the labourer, producing an alien product,
for an alien "social" world in which commodities relate to one another, and people relate to
one another primarily through them. "Wages are an immediate consequence of alienated
labour, and alienated labour is the immediate cause of private property."77 But, even without
deciding for a causal direction one way or the other between the commodity production and
rights markets, the point remains that private property in one's labour, or in the means to
production, is not a prior fact-of-life that subsequently produces commodities. Rather,
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commodities are contemporaneous with private selves as producers that claim to own the
means of production. However, as has been argued, individuals cannot really be individuated in
productive activity; the activity is not private. Individuals conceive of themselves in this way
through the conceptual practice of measuring exchange-value by the input of human labourtime alone, skimming an abstracted value off a context of life not measurable on its terms
(time). Time does not even measure the human component of the labouring means of
production, let alone the non-human components. So, the measurement of exchange-value by
socially necessary labour time is the source of the labourer's alienation from the labourer's
work, fellows, biotic context, and therefore also the labourer's active, social, and biotic self.
Labour is wealth-generating activity, but exchange-value generation is the activity of alienated
labour. Exchange-value is thus alienated value—value based on the human disembedded from
its wider ecological niche. Of course, Marx was right that only labour time can measure
alienated exchange-value. But labour time, though used as a measure of exchange-value,
cannot measure wealth-production, for time—already an abstraction—does not labour. Labour
is the channeling of energy whose flow does not begin in the human moment, nor end there.
The fallacious conceptual practice of clocking exchange-value by human labour time plucks
human productivity from the wealth-producing activity of the Earth beneath the Heavens. The
value of fossil fuels, what they can do, is much higher than its exchange value would be, if that
exchange-value was measured by socially necessary labour time to extract it. So the question is,
to whom is that surplus value then due, if not to miners and refiners? Well, who owns the
means of production? Countries? This generation? When the means of production also includes
the geologically-preserved history of life on Earth under the Sun for millions of years, the
question becomes, who owns that history?
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Since commodities are the material twin of the idea of private property and free
enterprise, they share the same narrow base in human activity alienated from its biotic context.
So I will turn to discuss rights markets momentarily. But to conclude this section, in view of the
dependence of human wealth in its niche, unsustainability is unwise, and the seeming wealth
that it can produce is poor^-it is tissue whose growth and operation guarantees itsown
extinction.

Much human growth, admittedly, is not necessarily a question of sustainability, and is
not necessarily an overshoot of biocapacity; it just takes the place of other organisms, although
we also often reduce biocapacity by the character of such colonization. Either way, as in Section
3 of Chapter 2, we can ask the spiritual question of what sorts of organisms we want to be, or
ought to be. We could, and do, have a hierarchy of subspecies of sapiens, lording life over one
another and the universe, maximizing human tissues at the expense of other enslaved or
extirpated forms of life. We could conceivably make this sustainable, although one wonders
whether we have the wisdom to do so, having repeatedly shown the one-sidedness of
economic interactions and the shortsightedness of technology, with little cultural temperance
or foresight to counter the thrill of increasing cultural power. Or we could be simpler
organisms. Hummingbirds at night, frogs in the winter, and sloths all year round achieve
homeostasis despite the unavailability of energy by slowing down their metabolisms—they do
less. Rather than remaining engaged in blind pursuit of over-activity, we could also conceivably
work toward unnatural equality (not sameness) of opportunity among one another, and
participate in partnership with the lives of the plants and animals to whom we owe our lives.
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Security and Death

I have argued for a concept of surplus as an energy-relation of organism to niche. I have argued
that the means of production includes both organism and niche, and that surplus, channeled
into further building of that which generates surplus, builds wealth, a kind of tissue—life and
the means to further life. I have said that life everywhere capitalizes on the flow of energy from
the Sun, and I have just begun to say what can be wrong, not so much with capitalism in the
strictest sense of generating surplus, but with pursuing surplus by downshifting costs, growing
tissue above biocapacity by over-activity, enabled by mis-taking the ownership of the means of
production, that is, taking on rights without responsibilities and freedoms without limitations.

CB. Macpherson, following others, argues convincingly that property is rights, not
things.78 As Morris Cohen puts it, "a property right is not a relation between an owner and a
thing, but between the owner and other individuals in reference to things."79 This is what
makes title in absentia possible, even though absentee possession is self-contradictory.
Property is thus not merely possession, but the recognized right to the benefits of something,
and it is essentially social.

The concept of Tightness points to another: the concept of what is good. There is a
possible objection to be met at this point. Charles Reich, for example, has a mistrust of the

Macpherson, Property: Mainstream and Critical Positions, preface.
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language of "public interest" which appears to singularize what is good.80 And the concern is
not without merit. Indeed, goods are relative to forms of life; although they can be shared, they
can also conflict. The rhetoric of "public interest," can fail to mention other competing goods.
Still, with my own breath I can say, about one and all, that being alive is confirmed good by
living. Goodness springs from the already-lived orientation of organisms to fulfillment. On
biologically common ground in eontext-panscending need, a contemporary resident of
Manhattan and a rural rice-farmer in ancient China both need to breathe, eat, drink/keep
warm, rest, work, create and belong. Like Antonio and Shylock, both defecate, bleed, and
communicate. There, at least, is one possible "we". On the other hand, not all affirm the
goodness of life in either themselves or others. To believe in the goodness of life, far from
denying suffering a voice, is to face death as a necessary moment for which flesh cries in the
same breath that it cries against suffering and rues the death it faces. To live is contradiction,
and to believe in the goodness of life is to contradict oneself. My sister once informed me that
deer hunting was cruel, and bit into a chicken burger. The easiest and most frequent flights
from such tensions land us in others: to see flesh as passing illusion, or to see "man" as above
the animals, "his" purpose being just "his" own satisfaction. No matter how death stands to life,
to affirm life is to affirm death in some of its forms. I choose food, at least, and whatever I eat
dies. But if I am glad to be strong and immunosufficient, that doesn't make me glad for a long
history of weak and sickly babies that didn't survive to mate with my ancestors. It just means
that life is always already oriented to love and to hate the world in which it lives> a world of
death too.

Charles Reich, in Ibid., 179-198.
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When Reich objects, "We cannot permit any official or agency to pretend to sole

knowledge of the public good," 81 he is right, but he still appeals to a "we," and a "good." In no
way, then, does what Reich says a line or two later follow, that "there must be sanctuaries or
enclaves where no majority can reach...."82 This does, however, point to a need not to reduce
the chorus of voices that engage in multilogue to majority against minority.83 Still, as Marx
reminds us "[t]he universality of humankind appears in practice precisely in the universality
that makes the whole of nature into its body that is both its immediate means of subsistence
and also the material object and tool of its vital activities."841 can't think otherwise than that it
is good to care for that body. While a discussion of the particular political structures of
decision-making and legislative influence in which goods are balanced and pursued is beyond
the scope of the present discussion, it is important for my purposes to say something about
rights in principle.

Rightness comes about with respect to what is good, recognized or not, when it is
possible to act otherwise, to act in wrongness. Rights are as much moment of recognition of
wrongness, and as such, rights cannot be separated from duties, which involve the recognition
of the rightness coexisting with wrongness under what is good.85 Rights and duties are thus
conceptually inseparable with respect to social life. When rights are codified in law, and
particularly when "rights" without duties are so codified, it is possible for these "rights" to take
81
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the guise of Tightness, while having been disconnected, even if over time, from the lived
context life-giving goodness that gives rise to both rights and duties together. A similar
development can occur with respect to private property.

Private property, as private rights, is an oxymoron, since rights cannot be plucked as
finished laws out of the social context in which they are recognized as protecting against
wrongness and recognized as corequiring duties toward Tightness. This historically embedded
life of rights is what R.H. Tawney noticed, saying, "This need for security is fundamental, and
almost the gravest indictment of our civilization is that the mass of [humankind] are without it.
... In fact, however, property is not the only method of assuring the future, nor, when it is the
way selected, is security dependent upon the maintenance of all the rights which are at present
normally involved in ownership."86 Again, the present goal is not to say in what other particular
ways security might be enacted, but that our imaginations ought to be freed from the doctrines
that defend the enactment we have inherited—rights markets to which are appended
regulations, permits, tariffs and taxes, as though justice and sustainability are considerations
necessarily external to basic economic agency. Even though the ecological insight that reveals
the fallacy of Locke's view that "there was never the less left for others because of [a person's]
inclosure for [that person's self],"87 is partly the result of hindsight, the principles of privacy and
property cannot be reconciled, because private property, as alienation, cannot be brought back
from alienation, and still be private. Rights markets cannot be tempered by duties and
limitations without being destroyed; property cannot be purely (one-sidedly) private and
enterprise cannot be purely (one-sidedly) free.
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Indeed, they generally are not. But private property and free enterprise are not merely
straw-men; they remain, tattered, lived in contradiction. The justifications of rights markets
remain as rhetoric familiar to the point of being instinctual to modern liberals, alongside senses
of justice and notions of sustainability, considered to be market externalities. What is messy in
principle is messy in practice: attempts to limit and still preserve what remains in our thoughts
as a market of rights. This lived-contradiction is perhaps how we come to have such conceptual
contradictions as private versus public interest, or unbounded personal freedom so long as it
doesn't hinder others' freedom. T.H. Green made the self-contradictory statement: "The right
to freedom in unlimited acquisition of wealth, by means of labour and by means of the saving
and successful application of the results of labour, does not imply the right of anyone to do as
[that person] likes with those gifts of nature, without which there would be nothing to spend
labour upon." 8 8 It is as though free acquisition, saving, and application were not "doing"
anything. John Stuart Mill fumbled with the same sort of conundrum:

No quantity of moveable goods which a person can acquire by labour prevents
others from acquiring the like by the same means; but from the very nature of the
case, whoever owns land, keeps others out of the enjoyment of it. The privilege, or
monopoly, is only defensible as a necessary evil; it becomes an injustice when
carried to any point to which the compensating good does not follow it.89

What about the quantity of moveable wood that can be cut from a forest? Even if everyone is
free to cut equally, there is a.quantity,that.can.be acquired which will prevent everyone from
acquiring the like in the future. The same is true of all natural resources. Even those living,

T.H. Greene, in Ibid., 115 Emphasis mine.
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renewable resources; can be killed. The Atlantic cod stand as an example. Ironically, we could
have acquired them indefinitely, if we had paid attention to wealth as life and the means to
both immediate and future life, and not acquired them unlimitedly. The same applies to all
those uses of energy whose bi-products, in the form of toxins or greenhouse gases released
while simultaneously reducing the carbon-fixing capability of forests and oceans/threaten:
wider biotic productivity. Despite the lived contradictions inhering in efforts to preserve and
limit private property, we cling to its remains in arenas where practices whose root is private
property continue, despite their destructiveness—unbridled resource-extraction, and
consumption, in particular. Consumer production even generates a demand on resources
properly recognized as common. But because consumption is considered a private matter, it is
out of bounds to say, "Enough!"

It is here that rights markets reveal their one-sidedness in a new way, as ecological
injustices replace or are mounted onto the already well-known social ones, which, as opposed
to being extirpated, have been partly swept away as righteous "developed" nations have
exported them to "underdeveloped" nations. Concerning such social injustice, Marx
prophesied:

When the proletariat proclaims the dissolution of the hitherto existing world
order, it merely declares the secret of its own existence, since it is in fact the
dissolution of this order.90

What Marx thought of the proletariat, is true of ecosystems everywhere under the yoke of
consumer production. We are more likely to be able to say that when environmental limitations
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and pressures bring about the failure of the existing order of human civilization, these
limitations and pressures merely declare the secret of their own existence, since ecological
processes are pressured by the normative failures of this order.

One interpretation of Easter Island's history91 echoes to us from the past and resonates
in familiarity with the present. The Islanders channeled great resources into the quarrying,
transport, and erection of stone idols, to the ruin of the island's ability to support their
population. Since non-renewable fossil fuels, not labour or innovation alone, fuel the operation
and expansion of the civilizations we now know, we need to be asking, not the absurd question
of who "owns" oil and what may they sell it for. We need to be asking what we are channeling
that energy into. If we do, we'll notice that it has been channeled somewhat into wealth—life
and the means to life—but also into the manufacture and operation of things like colourful
plastic junk. Consumer life takes on a para-life whose life-likeness consists in its apparent selfreproduction: labour in and for commodities. But commodities are not ultimately selfsustaining tissues when their energy source is not being renewed on any relevant scale. Our
civilization channels energy sourced far beyond its temporal scale into what are, in the long run,
merely whims, "free" though they may seem.

Furthermore, it is turning out that when the energy released by fossil fuel break-down is
used to build non-tissue or bad tissue, the waste materials of our activities remain waste, and
therefore pollution. In biotic balance, the wastes of cellular respiration become the raw
material of photosynthesis:

Jared Diamond, "Easter's End," in K.A. Peacock, ed., Living with the Earth: An Introduction to Environmental
Philosophy, (Toronto: Harcourt Canada Ltd., 1996).
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C6H1206 + 60 2 < ^ 6C02 + 6H 2 0
(Glucose + Oxygen O Carbon dioxide + Water)

When read from left to right, the equation represents simplified cellular respiration, where
energy is released (into carriers that enable muscles, active transport, and anabolic processes).
From right to left is a simplified photosynthesis where energy from sunlight is stored in sugars
(and later, starches, fats and proteins). With fossil fuel burning that does not somehow increase
carbon dioxide re-absorption, we have one-way formulas, for example, with gasoline:

2C8Hig+ 250 2 -> I6CO2 + 18H20
(Octane + Oxygen -> Carbon dioxide + Water)

The heat released from left to right may drive pistons or heat homes alike. But the result has
been an increasing concentration of atmospheric carbon dioxide, pushing the planet's energyexchange with the rest of the universe temporarily out of equilibrium as the climate changes. If
not stabilized soon enough, and a new dynamic equilibrium reached, the rapidity of the shift
could cause huge portions of life as we know it to be unable to adapt as fast as the change,
particularly because of our well-inbred economic modes of operation. This mischanneling of
productive activity into so much other than living wealth becomes a petrified dross whose
accumulation crushes life beneath the weight of its demand not to be limited. Having once
thought that private property secured life, we have devoted our lives to securing private
property. Security is supposed to justify private property, protecting the work of a person's
hands from those of another. But part of the consequent "security" we end up practicing
toward meeting the unlimited demands of freedom in property, more than providing a place
for the creating and needing agent, provides fences around as big a place as the agent happens
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to have gotten. Security has one-sidedly come to mean my security, creating boundaries, of all
kinds, that keep others out. This is part of the meaning of the ins and outs of fashionconsumption: self-expression, self-extraction, from out of a community of others.

We have to conclude that inequality in private rights to the means of production arises
first as inequality in possession of means of production. So Abraham and Lot went their
separate ways. But what begins as a matter of organic opportunity between organism and
niche, its skill or abstinence in relation to geography and resources, has also become a matter
of legal opportunity. Unequal opportunity is a beast whose left and right hands may be skill and
abstinence, but whose left and right feet are conquest and bequest. In the special case, which is
now the case, where there is little frontier of resources, (although perhaps of skill and
abstinence), there is less for others by one's enclosure for one's self. The result is that for the
sake of the superficial security and overdevelopment of the fattened owner, the propertyless,
and moreover, ecosystems, bear the full weight of the insecurity that can never be altogether
eradicated from life.

Belonging

Most of the following section does not take the form of an argument. It is a sketchy expression
of a principle that I think human communities in their niches would do well to keep at work in
their economic agencies and activities.

The rhetoric of security that leads to exclusion motivates Macpherson's primary thesis
that rights not to be excluded from the means to life follow from the recognition of life and
productive activity as good, as much or more than do rights to exclude others from the benefits
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of something.92 Security in life> which has been of the utmost importance to justifications of
rights markets, actually turns out, as a whole, to depend more deeply on the sustainability of
our relationships to Earth than it does on the individual's absolute and private right to dispose
of the fruits of "his" labour. An organic conception of wealth can thus be a new tool in the
critique of rights markets in this newer ecological light. It teaches us that nothing is fully one's
own. Locke says: "The labour that was mine, removing them out of that common state they
were in, hath fixed my Property in them." 93 Wealth, organically conceived, replies: "Even
individual labour owes its energy to the Sun, through the Earth, which is not its own work." This
shocks a very deep sense of personhood, in which an independent " I " directs a body in activity.
Who can / possibly be without private property in anything, even labour? As a channel in a
network, I am certainly something. I have a place (though not an unchanging one), and so I
belong. In that sense, in connection with everything, everything can have belonging with me,
just as I belong to everything, in various degrees of proximity. Though " I " am that fluid portion
of consciousness that indwells this particular node of interconnectedness and upwells into the
life of language, and though Babel divides I and thou along the plane from which consciousness
re-connects to otherness, we are not so separate beneath, after all.

Belonging is caring and being cared for. The language of "owning" can even be obsolete
in reference to individual's persons. A baby does not have complete control over its life, and we
thus consider it right that responsibility should fall to others who care for it. When Solomon
judged between the mothers squabbling over a baby, his wisdom lay not in entitling the child to
an owner, but in entrusting it to the person who cared for the child; the person stewarding the
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life overlapping theirs. Had the genetic parent been ready to cut the child in two, and had the
would-be surrogate pleaded for the child's life, the good decision would have been equally
obvious. What is true of babies is true of needy creatures everywhere. As children of Adamah,
Earth, we are all limited by interdependence upon one another. It is caring that justifies
responsibility and also rights in relations to one another, to other creatures, and to resources.

In relationships of care, laziness is not perceived one-sidedly as a mere burden to
society, but as a personal struggle. Care is the reason parents prod children off the couch and
into backyards and newspaper routes. It is not to extend the family cashflow. That human
creatures fundamentally need to be active is as much the secret to unhealthy social patterns as
it is to healthy ones. Those who are unable to be productive, as a result of circumstances at any
point in the range of their control, are often destructive. This is related to Hegel's view that the
objects of the will are taken up to actualize the will's freedom, and are thus necessary for fullfledged personhood.94 But it by no means follows from this point that the social context in
which possession is recognized as good should justify unqualified "rights," and thus justify
absolute power in possession, separated from Tightness. So Tawney reciprocates the laziness
objection to its originator:

The owner of royalties who, when asked why he should be paid £50,000 a year
from minerals which he has neither discovered nor developed nor worked but only
owned, replies 'But it's Property!" may feel all the awe which his language
suggests.:.. His sentiments about property are those of the simple toiler who fears
that what he has sown another may reap. His claim is to be allowed to continue to
94
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reap what another has sown. 95

Even without absolute title to land, natural resources, or even "moveables," possession,
usership, production, and consumption remain fundamental moments of life-processes. There
remains both Tightness and wrongness. Taking without need is wrong just as hoarding against
need is wrong. So, as we see with Tawney's "simple toiler," there are concerns for security, of
one and all, that are by no means brushed aside; they motivate the critique from the beginning.
There are concerns that people will always be greedy or violent. But I am not offering a simple
prescription. The reason for death is life; it does not lie within the power of organic life to
overcome all resistance to it. Analogous to the way that life on Earth is sustained by decay in a
star, lives on Earth release their energy through death and catabolism by other organisms to
fuel anabolic life, and the light-energy absorbed by the Earth as food is ultimately radiated in
the form of waste thermal energy back into the universe, where other stars are born. It is only a
stream of progress conceived as endless growth that "gives death the imprint of
meaninglessness."96 To live is to risk death; being alive makes death possible, just as death
possibilizes life.

There are some interesting thoughts at work in Marx's maxim: "From each according to
that one's ability, to each according to that one's needs."97 Of course, nothing like Marx's
maxim can be achieved by central planning alone, because belonging is relational; it is
communicative, proximate, geographic, relative, and limited in scope. That is not to say that
only individuals belong in communities, as though communities cannot also belong within
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larger ones, provinces belonging within nations, and nations belonging within the Earth they
share. Nevertheless, the plant that does not grow as strong as the rest in a garden, in order to
be given more care by a competent gardener, requires a gardener to be familiar with the
plant's needs. Contrary to Bentham, who tries to hold a ruler even to happiness, Marx's
"according" is a guide which is not a measurement. Measuring compares, as one length against
another. So in belonging, rather than exchange, there is interchange. The labour of belonging is
working with each other, for each other. But "each according to that one" is that one with
itself, relating to another as itself, and not as an alien exchange-value and commodity, so that
particularity is very much alive. Particularity is the whole meaningfulness of genetically-driven
but culturally-enabled competition after the satisfaction of biotic needs, and particularity is
equally well retained in cooperation. Though competition is one mechanism of development in
both species and specimen, growth is not the whole story of life. Competition ultimately
relinquishes its explanatory place to interdependence, and the third truth is that competition
and cooperation, though persisting as two, subsist as one: interdependence. Exchange-value is
just as alien to wealth as rights markets are one-sided among the communities in which rights
first make sense, because wealth—life and the means to life—remains undivided. All life
depends on the character of the activities into which life channels energy, and the greatest
wealth is maximum sustainable biocapacity—lives individuatable as organisms but not
atomized out of niche.

Personhood, not fulfilled by belongings, needs belonging in communities and in land—
the process and fruits of productive activity. Though we have need of possessions, that is first
because need possesses us. The community and place in which one has belonging, and in which
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one has a right to be included and a responsibility to include, is the completion of personhood.
The internalization of responsibility and duties in economic agency mean relating to one
another not merely through alienated labour generating alienated commodities, and so
through an alienated market of rights, but through interchange wherein needing creating
creatures show up as whole creatures, with needs and desires to both receive and to give.

Suggesting that responsibility, duties, and limitations be internalized in economic agency
is essentially a spiritual answer to the spiritual question posed in Chapter 2: "what sort of
creatures do we want to be?" In speaking about belonging, caring and being cared for, and
recommending responsibility as a principle of economic agency, I am not speaking about
changing "human nature" by sheer will power. As well as producing, we also become products
of what we have made, including political systems. It is not that culture competes against
nature in our wills. "Natures" are also cultural, and human natures especially; they are not
static. Social and political structures, as part of the contexts we indwell, indwell us also. So it is a
matter of re-learning economic behaviour, being different economic agents whose primary
consideration is not merely private gain. Whether this is possible or not is another question. But
at the moment, legislation functions like a leash on an impatient dog. We just lean as far into it
as we can, cheating on our taxes, for example. As economic agents, we have learned and taught
ourselves that maximizing profit is just what we do. Of course, our spiritualities on this matter
are conflicted. We are and can be generous, share, etc. But there's just no reason that our
general motivation in economic exchanges has to have the one-sided character that it has, at
least, not as far as I can see. If we're capable of moral behaviour, of considering our children's
futures, we should be capable of adding considerations of sustainability, fairness, quality,
equality, and justice to other creatures in our economic exchanges. There's no reason for a dog
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to walk to the full extent of its leash. In fact, there is good reason for it not to do so. We could,
of course keep the leash on as a safety net for the exceptions. For example, we could learn
generosity as appropriate to economic agency, but still have ways of redistributing wealth and
opportunity. In fact> we do this with the tax-deductibility of charitable donations, We could do
it better with principles like sustainability. But the point remains that we could use a reeducation with respect to our economic agency, not just as consumers, but as producers. We
could teach ourselves the necessity of limitations to freedom, responsibility as a guide to
power, and duties as a corollary of rights. We could write these into our constitutions and
textbooks, and not just leave them to Sunday-school teachers, although religion is welcome to
keep up the good work that it does in this regard, teaching a holism that is missing from
ECON101.

CONCLUSION

My thesis relies on uniting a broad range of topics under an analysis that employs the ecological
categories of buildup and breakdown of tissues, whereby life and death show up as both
moments and directions. The point is twofold. Firstly, death, as a moment in life, is certain.
Uncertain life, lived in hostility to death at the scale humanity now lives, does not
straightforwardly succeed in controlling or securing what it seeks to control and secure.
Furthermore, even its temporary accomplishments are often bought at the cost of life
elsewhere in space or time. These concerns about human knowledge and about human
economies—civilizational tissue and its behaviours—are contrasted with notions of familiarity
and wealth as tissue. So, secondly, the point is also that familiarity and wealth are valuable—
they are goods against which their bastardizations can show up. We cannot place blind faith in
technology, since it often fails the test of good tissue, and so does not deserve to be called
knowledge, that set of tissues whose family resemblance is familiarity. Much technology is
created and employed just because we can, and moreover because it becomes the growth
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demanded by a particular sort of economy. We cannot place blind faith in market freedom, as
long as economic agents are programmed to seek more, and especially as long as wealth is not
understood as good, living tissue.

I have spent a great deal of time on what might seem like an aside to suggest that
truthing is a fruitful behaviour of familiarity tissue, and that language is the network of walked
pathways that are the truthing behaviour of familiarity tissue. That point is important to the
larger project because philosophy about language can treat language as something that
variously separates us from environments and other creatures. To reunite language with
organism and niche is paramount to conceiving of knowledge as tissue. Conceiving of
knowledge as tissue is the basis of my critique of technology when it does not lead to life, which
is what tissue is supposed to do. I also feel that a behaviouristic understanding of language
need not result in eliminativism toward feelings, awareness, or intentionality, even with respect
to other animals. Subjectivity, I think, is one with why life wants to live, and to give up a notion
of what it is like for life to be alive is to relinquish a fundamental aspect of life's self-orientation.
Goodness is good as it is felt that way by living. That's our moral "foundation." Human power
and human responsibility are capacities with the same evolutionary history. So, to say that we
ought to live life-givingly is just to say what often already gets claimed by lives about living;
even as it takes life, living affirms its own. Furthermore, by emphasizing subjectivity as
something that is not trapped within language games, we can be legitimately more
anthropomorphic toward other creatures with whom we share our worlds, and a whole world.
That sharing should be part of our economic—housekeeping—orientation, since our means of
production includes a context of life in a market of energy where humans depend on other
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lives. Conceiving of wealth as tissue—life and the means to life—is the basis for a critique of our
economic practices. When competition for security threatens living, and the accomplishments
of the sum of an economy are out of line with the once-living goals of economic agency, then
the mechanisms of that agency need to be reconsidered. It turns out that individual rights to
dispose freely of property do not balance one another. The free market does not work itself
out; its efficiency is a momentary efficiency of extraction and surplus channeled into
momentary growth. Of course, we also find principles like justice at work in our persons and
communities, so we sometimes restrain free markets after the fact. But the result of one-sided
solutions to problems created by one-sided systems is that, as long as those systems remain
intact, they will behave according to their structures.

Instead, responsibility should somehow be there along with rights from the outset, for
individual, corporate, and national agents alike. Human rights are fought for on an international
scale, and the same capacities that empower us thereunto empower us also unto the
internationalization of human responsibility. Responsibility is not such a tough pill to swallow
when one realizes that no freedom is without limitations, and that limitations can be freeing. Of
course, what set of limitations and freedoms best fit human organisms is a question of what
sort of organisms we should, or do, want to be. I have largely left that question alone, except to
remind us that unsustainability is self-contradictory, and that the Earth can sustain more small
organisms at low trophic levels than it can sustain large organisms at high trophic levels. I will
also say that I don't think our desires operate in a vacuum. I'm even willing to suggest that what
people need and desire is what creatures in general need and desire: belonging. To have a place
is a universal need with particular applications. To have a role is to have neither rights nor
responsibilities isolated from the other. It is to eat and take care of one's means of eating; it is
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to reproduce and take care of one's offspring's means of eating. In all, what unites my project is
an appreciation, at every juncture, of sapiens' animalhood within the ecos, despite the strange
new tissues that appear to separate us from "nature," the houses that seem to separate us
from home, and economies that seem to have nothing to do with Earth-keeping. My suggestion
is that we owe it to our own lives to encourage culturally-generated responsibility to catch up
with culturally-generated power.

Most of the thoughts and concerns I have presented are not entirely new. Hopefully, my
descriptions are fresh or lend new precision to old arguments. I have not given a political or
economic prescription, although I think that our political and spiritual constitutions are far
enough off track that tinkering with taxation and new technologies will not be enough to reecologize human existence. Still, the sum of this work doesn't amount to policy
recommendations. It is meant to add force to concerns already at work among thinkers,
communicators, consumers, voters and policy-makers. But I am not confident that writing
papers will change the world. Doing philosophy is just as prone as anything to devolve into
mere participation in an economy operative on the rampant belief that total economic growth
and sustainability are compatible. In my neighbourhood, at least, control and security remain
absolute goals without regard to their merely momentary possibility in life. The myopia of such
desire for certainty is that the deepest certainty, death, is made all the more extensive by the
scale on which it is avoided. What might make death bearable, I guess, and resurrection
possible, I hope, is life that reproduces and renews good life, even alongside death.
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